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        Charge Transfer Model and 

 (2-c  1  uster  )  —>  (2-c  luster) Three-Body Scattering

by

Hiroshi T. Ito

Department of Mathematics 

    Kyoto University 

Sakyo-ku, Kyoto 606, Japan

Abstract. We consider the scattering for a three-body system such that in 

the initial and final states a light particle is bound by one heavy 

particle and the other heavy particle moves free. We will show that when 

the masses of heavy particles go to infinity the limits of the scattering 

matrix and the total cross section at initial relative speed vo exist and 

that these limits can be expressed in terms of the quantities appearing in 

the scattering for the charge transfer model:

iaop(t)=[—(2m)-1Ox+V23(x)+v13(x—vocot )] (t).

where co is a unit vector, V;3 is the pair potential between the light 

particle and one of heavy particles, and 72 is a constant vector 

orthogonal to o.)



§ 1 Introduction 

     We consider a three-body system consisting of two heavy particles 

 (particles 1,2) with the masses M1, M2 and a light particle (particle 

3) with m. We set u= (M1,M2) and write u>1 (II --> for M1, M2 

>>1 (M1,M2— oo) Let r;E R" (j=1,2,3). N?2, be the position of 

particle j, and let V; k  be the pair potential between particle i 

and particle k. Then the three-body Hamiltonian is 

                              2 (1 1)H=—E(2M;)-1A —(2m)-10 +V in L2(R3N), j=1 rr3 

         V =V (r1,12, r3)= V 23(r3- r2)+ V 13 (r3—r1)+ V 12(r 2—rl) 

     We assume the following throughout this paper: 

(V) V 1;(x) (1S i< j5. is a smooth real-valued function on R", 

    and there exists eo> N+ (3/2) such that 

Ia7 V1j(x)IsC7(1+1xi) eo 

     for all multi-indices 7 

     Our main results are Theorems 1 1 and 1 3, which will be stated 

at the end of this section. For the proof of Theorem 1.1, we assume 

further 

(V )' V ;;(x) (15_ i<j<_3) satisfies (V ) with 

eo> [(N-1)/2]+N+ (3/2)( [ ] is Gauss' symbol. ) 

     As usual, we remove the kinetic energy of the center of mass 

from H " to get an operator H " in L`(R 2N) A 2-cluster decompo-
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sition of the set  {1,2,3} is a partition of {1,2,3} into two non-

empty subsets, and in particular we use only the following 2-cluster 

decompositions: 

(1.2)a1:= {1, (2,3)}, a2:= {2, (1,3)}, 

and we define A := {a1,a2} 

     For each ac A , the Jacobi coordinates {xa,Ya} are defined by 

                                         M2r2+ mr3  xa:=r3—r2,ya:=r1—M
2+mfor a=a1, 

(1.3) 

                                        M1r1+mr3  xa : = r 3 — r 1 , Y a : =M
1 + m—r2 for a= a2. 

Let ma= ma andna — na (a.€ A) be the reduced masses defined by 

(1.4)1=1+ 1,1=1+------1for a= {j, (i,3)}       maM; mna M; Nl;+m 

Then H" is expressed as follows: 

(1.5) H — 2ma xa 2na0Ya+ Vin L2 (R 2") 

{xa1, ya1} and {xa2 ,ya2} are related as follows: 

    mamama      t
_z               Xa1—

mx a2+ y a2,ya 1=nxa2+mya2, 
(1.6)a1 

        mal _m-1maz                  x a2=mx aly al,Y a2—r~ ax a1                                            2+y a, 

     Under assumption (V), H" is self-adjoint inQ:=L2(R 2N) 

with domain D(H")=H2(R2N), the Sobolev space of order 2. For a= 

{i,(j,3)}E A the 2-body SchrOdinger operator h: is defined by 

(1 7)ha:=—(2ma)-10xa+V;3(xa) 

which is self-adjoint in L2 (R) with domain D(h)=H2(RN) 

Since ma—m as u — co , h.; converges to a self-adjoint operator 
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(1.8)h::=—  (2m)-10x .+ V j3(x) 

in the norm resolvent sense as u—>oo Furthermore we note that 

 —zA
xa+ V j3(xa), zE C \{0}, is an analytic family of type (A) ([K], 

VII.2, [R-S] IV, XII.2) Let k(a) be the number of negative eigen-

values (counting multiplicity) of h a. Under assumption (V ). it is 

known that k(a) is finite ([R-S] IV, XI II 3). We set 

CH:_{a=(a,k); aEA, 1k5_k(a), kE N }, 

where N := {1,2, }, and write D(a)=a for "channel" a= (a,k) 

E C H For a= (a, k) E C H we denote by Aa (< 0) the k-th 

negative eigenvalue of h a and by 0 a the eigenfunction of h 

with eigenvalue Aa such that {ci5 :} (a E C H, D(a)= a) is an ortho-

normal system for each aE A If u >> 1, we can find negative eigen-

values AQ of h D() and associated normalized eigenfunctions 

(h #D(a)  q e= Zak :) for every aE C H such that (i) A,Q as 

u-~oo, (ii) 0: in L2(R") as u—>oo and (iii) {g5 Q} (aE CH, 

D(a)=a) is an orthonormal system for each aE A (See [K], II.1,4. ) 

     For each u>> 1 and each a E C H , D(a)=a, we define the channel 

embedding PQE B (L2 (R j.)_-) and the channel Hamiltonian TQ by 

(1 9) (Paf)(xe,y)= xa)f(ya), TQ:=—(2na) 'AyT+A 

respectively Here we denote by B (X, Y) the space of all bounded 

I inear operators from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y 

      Under assumption (V ), the channel wave operators



                 u

eu (1.10)WQ+:=s-limeitHPQ-itTQ 
 t-4±co 

exist in B (L2 (R. ya), ) (see [R-S]I II, Theorem XI.35). For a, 13 E 

C H , the scattering operator for scattering a—>13 is defined by 

(1.11) Saa:=W e+ WQ- :L2(RYc ar) —> L2(11Yoca>) 

Here A * denotes the ad joint of the operator A 

     For each a E C H we give the spectral representation of T. We 

define maps Z",(A), A> A:, from (R") (the Schwartz space of 

rapidly decreasing functions) to E :=L2(SN-') ( SN-1 is the unit 

sphere in R "), by 

               (Za(A)f)(a) )=(2w)-N/2na/2(2na(A-Aa))(N-2) /4X (
1 12) 

X  e-i(2na(A-A'))co .yaf(ya)dya, a=D(a), 

where co ESN'It is known that ZQ(A) can be extended to 

bounded operators from L(R y) to E for s> 1/2, where 

Ls(Ry):=L2(Ry;<y>2Sdy), <y>:= (1+1y12)1/2 (cf [G-h9],Proposition 

2.1) We define a map Za from Ls(RY) to L2((A:,00);E) by 

(1 13) (Zaf) (A,*) = (Za(A)f) (*). for A> A:. 

Then Za can be extend to a unitary operator from L2 (R y) to 

L2((A:,co);E ) and gives the spectral representation of T" ,that is, 

(1.14) (ZaTaf)(A,*) = A(Za(A)f)(*), for a.e. A> Aa, 

for fE D(Ta) We can see that Z:S aaZR* is decomposable by a 

family of operators iS pa(A)} ([A-J-S] 15-3): 
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(1.15)  (Z"eS  LZa*h)(A)= S L(A)h(A) in E for a.e. A E (A~Q,00)\A" 

for hEL2((AL,00);E). where AL:=max(AQ ,)4) and A" _{the 

thresholds of H "} U d 0(H")  (d o (H ") denotes the set of all eigen-

values of H ") We will show that S `;Q(A) is a B (E )-valued norm 

continuous function in (AL ,00)\A" (B (E )= B (E , E )) Furthermore , 

in Sect.2 we will show that 

(1.16)TL(A):=S ea(A)- as. 

has an integral kernel Tea (A, co , cd ), which is continuous for 

(A,co,co')E ((Asa,00)\A")xSN-1xSN-1 Here 8eQ=1 (resp. 0) if a=S 

(resp. a $ $) In particular, the total scattering cross section for 

scattering a-$ at relative energy A and relative initial direc-

tion co(see [A-J-S], p.627), 

(1.17) d ee(A; ):=(2n)N-1(2no ca) (A-A:)) (1-N)/2  ITea(A, co', co) I2dco' 
SN-1 

is finite for al l A E (AL, oo )\A" and co ESN-1 

     We next consider the following time-dependent Schrodinger equa-

tion for the charge transfer or impact parameter model: 

iatb (t)= h f,,,(t)0 (t)in L2(R"). 

(1.18) h E, n(t)= [- (2m)-10x+ V 23(x)+ V 13(x-et-r!)] tG (t). 

RN\{0}, nE 11e:={nE R"; n=0} 

(See [Y], [Ha], [G], [W] ) The equation describes the motion of the 

light particle (particle 3) under the influence of interaction poten-

tial V13 and V23 due to two heavy particles 1 and 2; particle 2 
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is assumed to stay at the origin and particle 1 is assumed to move 

classically on the straight line  st+  n. 

    Under assumption (V ), (1.18) has a unique propagator 

(1.19)U (t,^)= U (,n;t,^), s,tE R, 

such that 

(U-i) U (t,^) is a unitary operator on L2(11") and jointly strong-

ly continuous in s and t. 

(U-ii) U (t,r)U (r,^)= U (t,^) for r, s, tE R 

(U-iii) If f E H2 (R ") . then U (t, s)f E H2 (R ") for s, t E R , and 

U (t,^)f (which is strongly differentiable in s and t, respective-

ly) satisfies 

iatU (t,^)f=h f,n(t)U (t,^)f, iasU (t,^)f=—U (t,^)h f,,,(s)f 

(see e.g. [R-S] III, Theorem X.71). 

     The purpose of this paper is to relate the scattering theory for 

equation (1.18) to that for the three-body system (1.5). We restrict 

ourselves to the (2-cluster) (2-cluster) scattering such that the 

initial and final channels belong to C H 

     For aE C H we define a function r/>m(x,t)=?r/b a(,n;x,t) by 

       V a(x,t):=e-i~at~a(x)for D(a)=a,, 

(1.20) 

       rGa(x,t):=e'msxi((m/2)112+AQ)t~,m(xst-n) 
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                                                      for  D(a)=a2. 

It is easy to see that :(x, t) satisfies 

iatlGa(t)=ha 17Ga(t)for D(a)=a1, 
(1.21) 

iat iG a(t)= [— (2m)-10 x+ V 1,3(x-t-n)] 7G :(t) for D(a)=a2. 

Furthermore the strong limits 

(1.22) QQ=S2Q(,n):=s-lim U(,n;0,t)rG:(t) t-j±m 

exist in L2(R ") for each a E C H and 

(1.23)(n -T„ ca)= a ea 

holds for a, fiE CH ([Y],p.155), where ( , ) denotes the inner 

product in L2(R ") Let a, fie CH be, for example, such that D(a) 

= a1 , D($)= a2. Then the quantity I (S2 a S2 f) 1 2 is the transition 

probability that particle 3 forming a bound state q5:  with particle 

2 in the remote past will be captured by particle 1 (moving along the 

orbit t+n) in g5,7 in  the far future. 

     Now we state the main results. For E R`{0} and nE II f, we 

define 

-iS m V12(-St-n)dt (
1.24) Sea(,n):= e(SZa( ,n),SZs(5-n)) 

Theorem 1.1. Let a, flE C H , and assume (V ) Then for f E 

C(S"-1), the continuous functions on S"-`, and vo> 0, we have 

(1.25)lim (S'0a((1/2)nD( )v2+2u)f)(w )=Ssa(vow ,0)f (w ) 
           ~~ a v0 

uniformly on S"-1 
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    Since  IISL  (1,)  II s 1 for A>0 and C(S"-1 ) is dense in 
B(E) 

I, we have 

Corollary 1.2. Let a, BE C H , and assume (V). and fix vo> 0. 

Then 

(1.26) s-lim (Ssa((1/2)nD(a)V2+ A )f)(*)= S;Q(vo*,0)f(*)in              —+
v           ~Vo 

for any fE 

Theorem 1.3. Let a, $ E C 1-1 and assume (V ) and fix vo > O. Then 

(1.27) l(m dae((1/2)nD( )v2+za;w)= Sll~ISpa(vow,n)-80Ql2dn V—*V0 

uniformly for co ESN-1, where do is the Lebesgue measure on III. 

      Scattering theory for the charge transfer model has first been 

studied by Yajima [Y] He has proved asymptotic completeness for equa-

tion (1.18). His idea is to reduce the scattering theory for the time-

dependent Hamiltonian to that for a time-independent Hamiltonian 

following Howland [Ho] and then to use the stationary method for 

three-body problem (cf.[G-M]). Hagedorn [Ha] has obtained similar 

results by a time-dependent approach. Recently Willer [W] and Graf 

[G] have extended Yajima's results by using geometric methods of Enss 

[E] 

      Now we explain the organization of this paper In the prelimi-

nary Sect.2 we shall give the exact form of the scattering matrix 

(Theorem 2.3) for scattering a—>8, though Theorem 2.3 will be proved 

in Sect.8. We shall need certain uniform estimates for a family of 
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 self-adjoint operators which can be obtained by extending multiple 

commuator methods of Jensen, Mourre and Perry [J-M-P] (see also [J]) , 

that had been originated from Mourre's work [M] (see also [P-S-S], 

[F-H],[T],[A-B-G],[Yaf]) These resolvent estimates will be given in 

Sect.3 by an abstract setting. In Sect.4 we shall give a stationary 

expression for (S2 a( ,77),SZa(,n)) Our main theorem will be proved in 

Sect.5. Lemma 5.4 contains essential estimates in our proof. The 

proof of this lemma will be given in Sect.6 by using the abstract 

commutator estimates in Sect.3. Certain lemmas of Sect.5will be 

proved in Sect.7 

§ 2 Preliminaries 

    For k, se R the weighted Sobolev space lit(Rd) is defined by 

(2.1) Hsk(R'):={ fe.2'(Rd); Ilfllk,s:=O< >s(1-o)"2f11 <+00 }, 

where denotes the tempered distributions, A the d-dimensional 

Laplacian and “>:=0+1H2)1/2, ; E Rd Note that Ilfllk,s is 

equivalent to (1-A )k/2<>sfII and E II<>sD£fll if k E N U {Oh I
rISk 

whereIrl=r1++rd,DT:=D 71•••Dad, D -=—i(a/afor multi- 

indices r=(rl, • ,rd). We write Hk(R''):=Ho(Rd) and Ls(Rd):= 

Hs (R d) Note that the Fourier transform on $ ' (R d ) maps Hs (R d ) 

onto Hk(R d) boundedly for all k, s E R 

Lemma 2.1. Let aE C H (a= D(a)). and assume (V ) Then a, q 
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 E..B(R") and cb;—>q5Q in Z (R") as v—,00 

Proof. Let a={i,(j,3)} By (-0+1)0::=(2ma(A:—V,3)+1)0:, we 

have for any k E N 

(2.2)O ~_ [(— 0+1)-'(2ma(aa—V,3)+1)]k0 

Similarly we have for any k E N 

(2.3) 0m=[(—A+1)-1(2m(Aa—Vj3)+1)]kc6a. 

Since for any 4E N U {0} and fE Hp(R") 

s-lim (— 0 +1)-I(2ma(Za— V 33)+-1)f= (— A +1)-'(2m0::— V,3)+ 1)f 
u-'0 

in H'(13."). we see that 

(2.4)ch a -› ck a strongly in IV(RN) 

as 11—>o° for any k E NThe following estimates are easily verified: 

sup{ H [(— L +1)-'(2ma(Aa— V.13)+1)]kII 
01BM,Hsk) 

(2.5) 

+II[(-0+1)-1(2m(Aa—V,3)+1)]kll }<co 
                                        g(Ls,Hsk) 

for any kE N and s?0. Here sup{—}:=sup {••• } for some large 
01MI,M2>Mo 

Mo. We claim that for each Ice  N and s__(): 

                                        (2.6) sup{UO:112k,S+IliQII2k.Sr<co 

                1 Indeed, (2.6) for k=0 follows from [Ag], p.52, and (2.6) for k 1 

from (2.2), (2.3) and (2.5) Thus by the Schwarz inequality_ (2.4) 
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and (2.6), we obtain 

 II  <x>  S  (  — A +1)k(  0 a — m ) II 2 

       S II (— A + 1) k ( 0 1°) II II <x> 2S ( — A + 1) k ( q5a — a ) II 

II a— aII2k, 0 (II 4) aII2k, 2S+ II Cb all 2k, 2S) —4 0 

as u->oo Since k and s are arbitrary, this and (2.6) imply the 

desired results. 

      The following limiting absorption principle is important for a 

representation of Ssa(A) 

Lemma 2.2 ([M], [P-S-S]) Assume (V) and fix u>> 1. Let J be any 

compact interval in R \A- and fix s> % Then the norm limits 

(2.7) (H"_A±i&)-~ 
                             E10 

exist in B (Ls(R2N),Ls(R2")) uniformly forAE J, and 

B (LR(R 2N).L?s(R 2"))-valued functions (H i0)-1are Holder 

continuous in AE 

Remark. Resolvent estimates for three-body Schrodinger operators have 

been studied by Mourre [M] for more general class of potentials 

including long range potentials, and Mourre's results have been ex-

tended by Perry, Sigal and Simon [P-S-S] (see also [F-H] ) to many-body 

Schrodinger operators. Recently these results have been developed by 

Tamura[T] and Amrein, Berthier and Georgescu [A-B-G] 
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    For a=  {i,  (j,3)}E A, we define the intercluster potential Ia 

by I ..: = V — V j3(r3— r,) For aE C H (D(a)=a), PQ* is given by 

(2.8) (PQ*f)(ya)= ch Q(xa)f(xa,ya)dxa (see (1.9)) 

Thus, by Lemma 2.1, Pa and Pa* can be regarded as operators in 

B (L?(Ry , ),Ls(Rza)®Li(Rya)), B (LS(RXa )®Li(Rya),Li(Rya)). 

respectively. for any s, -LE R Thus, by (V ), we can see that 

Pn*IaPaE B (L?s(Rya),L2(Ryb)), 

(2.9) IaPQE B(LS(Rya),LE0-s(RZ")), 

P1`*IbE B (Ls_ep(RZ"),Ls (Ryb )) 

for any a, $E C H (a=D(a), b=D($)) and s with 1/2<sS eo/2. 

Furthermore, we note that ZQ (A) * E B (I , L? S (R "y.)) , s> 1/2 (see 

(1.12)). Now we give an expression of S:a(A) for each u>>1. 

Theorem 2.3. Let a, 8 E C H , and asssume (V) . Then 

Sea(A) 
(2.10) 

= 8 ea+2nila (A)Pe*[— ID (a) + ID (a) (HA— i0)-1ID ( ) ]PaZa (A)* 

for a.e. AE (AL,00)\A" Furthermore, the R.H.S. of (2.10) is a 

B (E )-valued norm continuous function of AE 04,,,00 )\A" 

Remark. S:a(A) is well defined for all AE (Aaa,00)\A° by (2.10). 

Proof. We only prove the second half of the statement. The formula 
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(2.10) will be shown in Sect.8. Let  1/2<  s  E0/2. Then, it follows 

from (2.9) and Lemma 2.2 that 

(2.11) Ps*[—Ia+Ib(H~——i0)-lIa]PaE B (L?S(Rya),Ls (Ryb)) 

(a=D(a), b=D($)) Furthermore Z7 (A), TECH, is a B (Ls(R"),E )-

valued norm continuous function in A (cf [G-M],Proposition (2.1)), 

which together with (2.11) and Lemma 2.2 implies the second half of 

the theorem. 

Proposition 2.4. Let a, SE C H , and assume (V ). Then T~a(A) 

(see (1.16)) has an integral kernel Taa(A, co , co') given by 

    TeQ(A,w,w')=i(2n)-"+l(nanb)li2(4nanb(A-Za)(A—ze))`"-2>i4x 

(2.12)i (2na(A— Aa) )1/26d •Ya x([— Ia+ Ib(H~—~— i0))-1 Ia] Qe 

i (2nb(A— za))1/260 •Yb 
             ae)L2(R 2") 

(a=D(a). b=D($)) 

Furthermore, -1-10'.(A, co , w') is continuous in (A, w , w') E ( (Asa, co )\tiu ) 

xS"-1xSN-1 and so Taa(A)E B (C(SN-1)) and is also a Hilbert-Schmidt 

operator on E 

Proof Fix a real s with N/2 < s s to/2. Since the map 

R ND exp(i -*) E L?s(R ") is strongly continuous, the continuity 

of -1;3% 0,, co , w') in (A, co , co) follows in the same way as Theorem 2.3. 

To finish the proof, we have only to show that Tae(A) is an integral 
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operator with kernel  Tea(A, a), c(f) Let 7=0, '. For each h7E 

C (SN-1 ) 

         (Zr*(A)hr)(y)= (2n)N/ 2nc1/ 2(2nc(A_ Afl)( N- 2)/ 4 X 

(2.13) 

X Si (2nc(AA7))/ co •Y                 eh
r(c) )dw(c=D(r)), 

which follows from (1.12). Therefore we have 

(Tea(A)ha,h0) 

Tea(A, co , w')ha(co')ha(co )dco'dco , 
N-1XSN-1 

where Tea(, co , co') is the R.H.S. of (2.12) Since C(S N-1) is 

dense in E, this implies that Tea(1) is an integral operator with 

kernel Tea(A,co,co') This completes the proof. 1 

§ 3 Abstract resolvent estimates 

     This section is devoted to extending the abstract results devel-

oped in [J-M-P] 

     Let H be a self-adjoint operator in a Hilbert space H 

whose inner product and norm will be denoted by (f,g) and 1181. 

Then we define the scale of spaces U1,2  and H-2 associated to the 

self-adjoint operator H as follows. U1+2  is the domain D(H ) 

with the graph norm IIf11+2= II(H+ i)fll and H-2 is the dual of 

H+2 obtained via the inner product in H 
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     Let H , A be  self-adjoint operators in H , I a compact 

interval in R , and d E N 

Assumption 3.1. 

    (H-i) D(A ) fl D(H ) is a core for H 

(H-ii) e i°A leaves D(H ) invariant, and for each fE D(H ) 

                1<                      sup eieAfu<00 

(H-iii) Let H (0) = H There are self-adjoint operators 

iH (1'. --- , id (d' satisfying the following : 

D(i'H "))DD(H) (j= 1,•..,d). 

the form i [ i' -1 H ( J -1' , A ] , defined on D(H ) f1 D(A ) is bounded from 

below and closable, and the self-adjoint operator associated with its 

closure is i'H u"(j=1,-••,d) 

(([B,C]u,v):=(Cu,B*v)—(Bu,C*v).) 

(H- iv) The form [ H (d) , A ] defined on D (A ) f1 D(H ) extends 

to a bounded operator from H÷2 to H-2, which is denoted by 

[H  (d),A]0.o 

      (H-v) There exist Co> 0 and . E C o (R ) supported in a 

sufficiently small neighborhood of I and satisfying Os c s 1, 

1 on I, such that 

(3.1)cb (H )iH (') 0 (H) ? Cocb (HP 

     Let W be a bounded operator on H, and A a self-adjoint 

operator in H 

Assumption 3.2. Let W (°)=W There are bounded operators W "), 

••• ,W (d' on H satisfying the following properties: 
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    The form  [W  ,  A  ]  , defined on D( A ) , extends to the bounded 

     operator W ('' (j = 1. , d) 

Theorem 3.3. Let H , A be self-adjoint operators in H , I a 

compact interval in R , and d E N Furthermore, if d ? 2, let 

W 1, W d-1 be bounded operators on H Assume assumptions 3.1 and 

3.2 with W = W 1 , - , W d-1 Fix a real s> d— % , and set 

I±=t zE C ; Re zE I, 0<±Im z<1 } 

Define 

      D (z)= (A>-SR (z)W1R (z)•••Wd-1R (z)<A>-sfor d 2, 

D (z)= <A>-sR (z)<A ›-sfor d=1, 

for zE C\R, where R (z)=(H—z)-1, <A>= (1+A2)1"2 Then 

there exists a constant K, such that: 

(i) sup II (z)11. K. 
        zE 1± 

(ii) IID(z)—D(z')llsKlz—z'I1 for z, z'EI±, where 

(3.2) s1= s1(s,d)=1  sd  
1+s —d+% 

(iii) For AE I the norm limits 

               D (A±i0):=li D (A±i&) 

exist in B (H) , and D (A± i0) are Holder continuous with  exponent 

al in AE I in the operator norm. 

     Moreover, if H, A, (W1, , W d-1 if dz 2) depend on a 

parameter v such that ch , Co can be taken independently of v , 
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and that 

 IIH  ̀ ''R(i)ll (j=1 ....d), IIR(i)[H `d',A]oR(i)II, 
(3.3) 

(IIWk''ll (j=0, ,d; k=1,••• ,d-1) if d.2) 

remain bounded in v, then K can be taken independently of v 

     Theorem 3.3 gives an extension of Theorem 2.2 of [J-M-P], in 

which all Wk are the identity operator Note that assumption 3.1 

implies the non-existence of the point spectrum of H in I ([M]) 

     Furthermore under assumption 3.1 the absence of the singular 

continuous spectrum in I can be proved (EM],[P-S-S]) 

      We prove Theorem 3.3 by the commutator method of [J-M-P] The 

following Lemma 3.4 plays an important role in our proof. 

     For small Iel> 0 the operator 

(3.4)Qd(e)=E'Hc~> 
j=1 j- 

is H-bounded with H-bound <1, since each H `'' is H-bounded by 

(H-iii) and the closed graph theorem. Thus the operator H + Q d(e) 

is a closed operator with D(H + Q d(E) )= D(H ), and furthermore the 

resolvents of this operator have the following properties. 

Lemma 3.4 ([J-M-P],Lemma 3.1). Let H , A be self-adjoint operators 

in H, I a compact interval in R Assume assumption 3.1. Then 

there exists a positive constant E 1 such that for 0< ± e<  z E I ± , 

the following results hold: 

(i) There exists a bounded inverse G z(E) of H + Q (E)— z. 

(ii) The following estimates hold for G z(e): 
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(3.5) IIG~(E)IISC IEI 

(3.6) 11(H+i)G.(E)IlC•IEI—', IIG.(E)(H+i)IISC IEI ', 

II(H+i)G_.(E)<A>-1 II _C IEI-12 
(3.7) 

II<A>-1Gz(e)(H+1)11 C IEI-1"2 

(iii) The form [A, G Z (E) ] , defined on D(A ) . extends to a bounded 

operator on H, which is denoted by [A, G (E)]o. Furthermore 

G ,,(E) maps D(A) into D(A )(1 D(H ) 

(iv) For each ZE I+(resp. I-) , 

Gz(E) E C'((0,E1);B(H)) (resp. C1((—E1,0);B(H)). and 

(3.8) dEG-(E) =[GZ(E),A]o+drG(E)[H(d",A]oG.(E) 

     Moreover, if H , A depend on a parameter v such that 0, 

Co can be taken independently of v , and that 

(3.9) IIH ('"R(i)ll (0=1,-..,d), IIR(i)[H (d",A]oR(i)II, 

remain bounded in v, then C can be taken independently of v 

     See [J-M-P] for the proof of the first half of the lemma. The 

last half can be shown by carefully checking the estimates carried out 

in [J-M-P] (see also [M],[P-S-S]). 

      Moreover we need the following elementary lemma. 

Lemma 3.5. Fix an integer k.0 and let fk(E) = IIogeI for k==0, 

fk(E)=E-k for kE N Assume that a B (H)-valued C '-function X (E), 
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 EE  (0,E1) (E1> 0), satisfies the following inequalities: 

(3.10) IIdeX (E)I1 S C1 (IIX (E)Ilp E q+fk(E)+1)- 

(3.11) II x (E) II S c2 E-r, 

where p, q, r, C1, C2 are constants satisfying 0 s p , q <1, rz 0, 

C1> 0, C2> 0. Then the following estimates hold: 

(3.12)IIX(E)lls_C•E k+1 when k z 2, 

(3.13)IIX(E)lls_C•llogcl when k = 1, 

(3.14)IIX(E)IISCwhen k = 0, 

where C =C( C1, C2, E1, p, q, r )> O. Furthermore, when k = 0, the 

norm limit X (0) a rn X (E) exists in B (H ) 

proof. Putting (3.11) in (3.10), we have 

(3.15)II dEX(E)II s C•(E pr q +fk(E)+1). 

We first consider for kz 1. By integrating with respect to E, we 

have (3.12) . (3.13) when pr+ qs k. When pr+ q> k, we get 

IIX (E)IIsC r1, where r- =pr+q— 1 (Note that r— r1= (1—p)r+ 

(1-q)> 1-q>0.) Putting this into (3.10), we have the inequality 

replaced r by r1 in (3.15) If prl+qsk, we obtain (3.12), 

(3.13)If pr1+q>k, we get I X (E )II c. -r2. where r2=prl+q— 1. 

Continuing this process, we can find some r„(= prn-1+ q— 1) with pr„ 

+qk, pr„-1+q>k, since r; —r;-1 1—q>0. Thus we obtain (3.12), 

(3.13). When k=0, (3.14) is obtained similarly and the existence of 

X (0) follows from the integrability of the R.H.S. of (3.10).1 

Proof of Theorem 3.3. We have only to prove this theorem for d 2 
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because the theorem for d= 1 has been proved in  [P-S-S] Moreover 

we give only the proof for zE I+. 

(i) For multi-indices of nonnegative integers a= (a1, ad-1), 

Imo= (131, we write lal =a,+-" +ad-1, and ash if and only 

if a;513; for all j. Let F c be a family of all multiindices 13 

with aS$, 1131= lal+1. Namely 13E F a implies that a;=13;-1 for 

some j and 13;=a; for i$ j. We set 

  Fa(E):=<A>-sG,(E)W~a')Gz(E)W(a2)G(E)",(ad-1)GZ(E)<A>-s 

for zE I+, E>0, a= (al,-- ,ad-1) with lal sd. 

     By Lemma 3.4 (i v) , we have for I a I s d — 1, 

    de -------Fa(E) 

      =<A>-s(-------s 

       + +<A>-sG.(E)W(a~)GZ(E)...Wad~)(i)(-s 

(3.16) 
=<A>—s{ [GZ(E),A]0W1a1)Gz(E)(ad-1)G (E) 

      +... +G,(E)W(ai)G.(E) ---W(ai-1)[G.(E)_A]o}<A>-s 

+di{<A>-sGZ(E)[H cd>A]oG,\~.(E)P1)G..(E) ...IAT~ad-1)Gz(E)<A>-s 

+...+<A>-sGz(E)W(al)GZ(E)(ad-1)G,(E)x 

x [H (d),A]oG,(E)<A>-s 
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=  I  1(E)+ I 2(e) 

First we estimate I 2(E) Since s>1  and 

(H+i)-1[H cd'A]oH+i)-1, Waj)                    (((.7 = 1 , -•- , d-1) are bounded, by 

assumption 3.1 (iv) and assumption 3.2, we have 

(3.17)III 2 (E) II S C• E d• E-1/2 6-d+1 e-1/2�C 

by Lemma 3.4 (ii). 

    Next we estimate I 1(e) Noting that G .(E) maps D(A) into 

D(A) and W (a') maps D(A) into D(A). as follows from assumption 

3.2 and Lemma 3.4 (iii). we have, by elementary computation, 

I1(E)=[Faz(E),A]—E Fi(E) 
8E ra 

Since II<A>S Fa(E)II,IIFa(E)<A>SIIsC E d+(/) by Lemma 3.4 (ii) and 

IIFa(E)<A>11 IIFa(E)II1—(1/s)IIFa(E)<A>SIIl/s, 

    II<A>Fa(E)IISIIF°(E)Iil-(1/s)II<A>SFa(E)Iil/s 

by interpolation, we have 

II[Fa(E).A]IIs IIFa(E)<A>II+II<A>Fa(E)II 

                    SC IIFa(E)II1-(1/s)E(-d+('/z))/s 

Thus we get 

(3.18) Ills(E)II5C(IIF6.(e)IIl-(1/s)E(-d+(%))/s+IIFz(E)II) 
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Therefore F a(e) satisfies 

(3.19) IIdeFa(e)IIC(IIFa(e)II1—(1/s)e(—d+(%))/s+S111FSz(e)II+1) 

for all multi-indices a with  lals  d  —  1. 

     Furthermore, it follows from Lemma 3.4 (ii) that 

(3.20)IIFry(e)IIsCe-d+' 

for all multi-indices r with IrIS d. 

     Let Ial= d — 1. Then we have by (3.19) and (3.20) 

  pdeFa(e)IIC(IIFa(e)II1-(1/s)e(-d+(%))/s+e-d+1+1) 

Applying Lemma 3.5 to this, we have 

(3.21) IIFa(e)IISCe-d+2 

      Next let lal=d-2. Then Isl=d-1 for 8E F a. 

Thus we obtain by (3.19) 

  IIdEF'a(e)IIsC(IIFa(e)II1-(1/s)e(-d+(%))/s+e-d+2+ 1). 

Applying Lemma 3.5, we have 

IIFa(e)IIsCC-d+3 

Continuing, we have for lal= 0 

(3.22) IIdeFa(e)IISC(IIFa(e)II1-(1/s)e(-d+(%))/s+Ilogel+1). 

Thus we have the following estimate, by Lemma 3.5, 
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 (3.23) 
                 zEIsupp<e<1IIF -(e)IIsK<~,           U 

where Fz(e):=Fa(e) for la' =O. 

     Since 
1iQ               IId(E)R(z)II=O for each zE C\R, 1+Qd(e)R(z) 

has a bounded inverse, and so 

G (e)=R(z)(1+Qd(E)R(z))-1 

holds for each ZE C \R when e> 0 is small. Therefore we get 

                   Firm G.(e)=R (z) 
for each ZE C \R , and so we have by (3.23) 

                sup
+II D (z) II . K.                    ZE1 

(ii) For simplicity we write n= (d— %)/s. By (3.22). (3.23) we 

obtain 

                  II------deF'(E)IISC(En+1). 

Integrating this we have 

(3.24) IIF-(E)—Fz(0)IIC•el-n 

On the other hand G, (E) is differetiable in ZE I+ for each E> 0 

by Lemm 3.4. We have the following estimate by Lemma 3.4(ii): 

IIdzF-(E)II ll<A>-SGz(e)2W1--•Gz(E)<A>-SII+ 

+...+II<A>-SG~(E)W1 -•Wd_1Gz(E)2<A>-SII 
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 s  C  .  E-d, 

which implies 

(3.25)IIFZ(E)—FZ'(E)IIsC E- dlz —z'I 

for z, z' E I+, E>0. Let E= Iz—z.182, 82= (1—n)-'81 (see (3.2) 

for 81) Then by (3.24),(3.25) we have 

IIF (0)— F (0)II 

IIFZ(0)— F.(E)II+IIF.(E)—FZ.(E)II+IIFZ.(E)—FZ.(0)II 

  5C,Iz—z.181 

Thus we have proved (ii). (iii) follows from (ii) 

     The proof of the last half can be obtained if one takes into 

consideration the last part of Lemma 3.4 and the proof carried out 

above.

§ 4 

this 

(4.1) 

Since 

Do:=

 The quantity (S2 ; ( , 

We fix E R "\{0} 

section. We define an 

K,,n :_— ----- 0 iat 2
m 

   21mAx—iat is a 

{uE L2(R"+1);-2m----A x

n)-S2;(,n)) 

and 77E  II E and assume (V ) throughout 

operator in L2(R"+') (R"+'=RxRt): 

+ V 23 (x) -F V 13 (x - t n) + V 12 (-t-) 

self-adjoint operator with domain 

u— iatuE L2(R "+') and has a core
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 (R  "+1) K. is a self-adjoint operator with domain Do and with 

core ,a (RN+1) by (V ). 

Lemma 4.1. Let J be a compact interval and s> % Then the norm 

limits 

(4.2) (Ke,,—A±i0)-1:=li0(Kf,-,—A±ic)-1 

exist in B(L2(R")®Ls(R),L2(RN)®L?s(R)) uniformly for AEJ 

Proof. We shall apply Theorem 3.3. We set H = L2(R N±1) d= 1, 

H = Ke , ,, , A =tx , and 1=J.  Then assumption 3. 1, (H- i ) is satis-

fied because ,8 (R Nt') is a common core for H and A (H-ii) is 

obvious. Since i [H , A ] = 1, (H-iii )— (H-v) fol low. The conclusion 

follows from Theorem 3.3. 

      It is easy to verify that 

t -iS V12(-r-n)dr 

(4.3) U 1(t,^):= e sU (,n;t,^), (t,se R) 

is the unique propagator of the following equation: 

(4.4) i8t-0(t)=[h..n(t)+V12(-t-n)]-0(t) , 

where U (,n;t,^) and h £.,,(t) have been defined in (1.19). (1.18) 

respectively We identify L2(R Nt1) with L2(R t;L2(R x)) and 

introduce a family of unitary operators U (r) (rE R ) on L2(R "+') 

(4.5)(U (r)f)(x,t)= (U 1(t,t-r)f(*.t-r))(x) 

for fEL2(R"+1) 
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This family is a strongly continuous unitary group on  L2(R  N+1) and 

U (r)f is strongly differentiable in r for each f E (R"' ) and 

d 
drU (Of r=0__ — 

Thus we have 1.1-(r)=   e i r " n , and so 

(4.6)(Ke,,,— ie)-1= i  e" U (r)drfor e>0 

0 (cf. [Ho] and [Y] for the above discussion) 

For aE A we define W(x,t)=«ra(,r7;x,t) by 

W 1 (x , t) : = V 1 3 (x- t n) + V 1 2 (- t n) -
(4.7) 

W a 2 (x, t) .— V 2 3 (x) + V 1 2 (- t n) . 

Lemma 4.2. Let a, $E C Hwith a=D(a). b= DU), and assume (V ) 

Then 

                V12(-~r-n)dr 
       e(K)a(,n).S2aU,n))L2(RN)— 8Qa 

(4.8) 'r~'r,~/B~         =-1(~'Y aWa,W;)K,n-10)-1Waa,Wblb               L2(RN+1)+ i(()L2(RN+1), 

where rG j = 0 7(x,t) (r=a, s; see (1.20)) and Wc=Wc(x,t) (cE A ). 

Remark. By (V) and Lemma 2. 1, it is easy to see that IN D (r) 71) r e 

1,s (R N±1) for some s> % Therefore the second term in the R.H.S. of 

(4.8) is well-defined by Lemma 4.1. 

Proof. By V 12(-t-n)E L1(R ) and (4.3), we have 
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 -i  f:  V12  (-  z-n)dz 
(4.9) S2 ,, r: = e                                     n-±-,n) (see (1.22) ) 

=s-lim U1(0 ,t)07(*.t) in L2(RN) 
t-,±m 

and (S2I,Q,S2i,I)= 8Ba (see (1.23)). Thus the L.H.S. of (4.8) 

(QT,.— Q1,a,Qt,B) Since for TE CH, 07(*.t)EH2(R") 

each tE R , U 1(0,th 7(*.t) is continuously differentiable 

respect to t in L2(R ") and satisfies 

(4.10) atU 1(0,t)07(*,t)= iU 1(0,t)W0(7)07(*-t) 

Therefore we obtain 

     (Q1,--ni, Qt,B) 

               =—lim (U)(0 ,007(*.z)—U1(0,-z)-00(*•-z),Q 
zm 

                             z 

limS dt(U1(0,t)7Ga(*-t).S21-,9)dt 
z-jm -z 

(4.11)m 
=—i  (U)(0 ,t)W(*.t)07(*,t),S2i,9)dt. 

-co 

Here we note that the integral converges absolutely because the 

following estimates follow from (V) and Lemma 2.1: 

(4.12)III'~p(r)(*-t)//'r(*.t)IIL2(R")sconst•(l+ltl)-E~- r 

By using (4.10) for r=a, we have in the same way as (4,11) 

(4.13) (U ).(0,t)W-(*-t)0 a(*,t)-Q i,B) 

=(U1(0 ,t)Wa(*,t)0Q(*.t).U1(0,t)0757(*-t)) 
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for 

with

, B)

E C H



 +  lim 
a o0

(U1(0,

= (W .(*. t )

t)W.(*.t)b 

[U1(0, 

Q (* . t ) . `Y B ( *

a(*. 

v)l 

.t))

t), 

(*. z) — U i(0, t)0°,;(*. t ) ] )

CO 

  -i S (U 1(0,t)We(*.t)71) a(*- t), U 1(0,^)Wb(*,^) a(*,^))ds 

   = (W a (* ' t) 0 7(*.  t) , W ; (* . t) ) 

CO 

  -i S (U 1(s,t)Wa(*.t)b a(*.t).Wb(*,^)/G a(*,^))ds (by (b-ii)), 

where the integral converges absolutely by (4.12) forr= /3 Thus by 

(4.11) and (4.13) we obtain 

(,L1, Qi,a,ri,e) 

      -— i (W a G a, W 6) L 2 (R N t 1) 

    — S dt (U 1(s,t)Wa(*.t)0 a(*.t),Wb(*,^)0 a(*,^))ds 
      -00 t 

The double integral absolutely converges, since the inner integral is 

O (ItI-2Eo+1) by (4.12). and this is calculated as 

CD s 

ds (U 1(s,t)Wo(*-00 a(*.t),Wb(*,^)0 a(*,^))dt 

m S-dss (U1(s,s-t)Wa(*,s-t)iGa(*,s-t),Wb(*,^)0a(*,^))dt -m 0 

    =  (U (t)Wa0 a ,VV b~G s) dt (see (4.5)) 
   0L2(RN+1)
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 co 

 =1im S e £t(U(t)Wa7,ba,Wbl,b ) dt 
e10 0L2(RN+1) 

= - i((Kf , 0- i0)-1Wa0 Q,Wb0 a)L2(RN+1) 

where we have used (4.6) and Lemma 4.1 in the last step . 

completes the proof. 1

This

§ 5 Proofs of the main theorems 

      In this section we will prove Theorems 1.1, and 1 3. To do so 

we prepare some lemmas and propositions. Throughout this section, we 

assume (V) and 0>l,  and fix vo> 0 and a 2-body initial channel 

a E C H with D(a)==a and a 2-body final channel $E C H with D($) 

==b . 

   5 .1 The purpose of this subsection is to rewrite 

T'0 e (('/2 )nave+Aa ; a), (d) in a form convenient for later purposes. 

We first note that when 1/-4-co, 

(5.1) ma, mb na, nb -> 00; na/nb - 1; P7 zr 

for r= a, $. Thus for any v>0,  there exists a unique v•= v•(v,u) 

>0 such that 

(5.2)2-----nav2+Aaa=1  nbv' 2+ VS 

since u>1. Clearly v'-+vo as u-,00, v--vo. Throughout this 

section we assume 1v- vo I « 1 in addition to u>1. Therefore, using 
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the 

 (5.3 

with 

By LE 

in I 

Thus

coordinates 

         Taa(A;

(xa,ya). we have for A= (% )nave+Aa 

                             1naVW•ya co,)—Ci(v,11)S e dYas a(xa)x

[—Ia+Ia(H"-A+iO)-1Ib]de(xb( , ))e inbv.W.Yb( , ))(xa,Ya)dxa 

     (2.12) for V,9a(A;co, co' ) and (1.6) for Xb=Xb(xa,Ya)•Yb= 

,ya)), where 
                                                         N-2 

           C1 (v,11)=1(2f)-Nt1(VV)2(nanb)1 

                          2 

      For each co E SN-1, v and u we define a self-ad jointoperator 

o,v) in L2(R2N) by 

H_((.0 ,v):= e-inavw ya(H _ 21 inavw •ya 

=H°—ivco Dy 

with domain D(H"(co,v))=H2(R2N), and denote the resolvent of 

"(co ,v) by 

R"(a ,v;z)= (H "(co 

By Lemma 2.2 and (5.5) we have the norm limits 

            R"(co,v;Aa±10):=E
10R"(c,v;Aa±1e) 

in 3(LS(R2N),Ls(R2")), s>%, and 

R"(co ,v;AQ± i0) 

= e lnavco Ya (H-- (, )nave+Aa + i0)_1 e inavw ya 

Thus Tsa ((% )nav2+Aa; co , co') can be written as follows: 
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(5.7) 

 where 

(5.

T1,9%( (,i )nav2+Aa; w , C/J')—C1 (V,u) S e111aV(~~) yadya S a

L— Ia+IaR"(w ,v; Za 

 re 

x "(w ,v)= x "(c) 

Yb=Yb(Xa,Ya) 

  We define 

E"(co,v:x ,ya)

— i0)Ib] sb a (xb ( , ))% "(w ,v)) (Xa, 

 V;Xa,ya):= einbVw'Yb-lnaVO)Y. 

:=(2n )N/2(navP-NC1(V,u)0 a(x0x

ya) dx:

(x a) X

( [ — Ia+1aR"(co , v; Aa— i0)Ib] O b (Xb ( , ) )x "(w , v) ) (xa, Ya), 
(5.9) 

G"(w,v;ya):=  E"(w,v;Xa,ya)dxa, 

and we denote by " the inverse Fourier transform i e. 

(5.10)En= (2~z) 2Se1~Yag(ya)dya•• 

Then we obtain 

(5.11) Tea((%)nave+za;co,co')=(nav)N-'G"(w,v;nav(w'-w)) 

for each co , w' E SN-1, v> 0 sufficiently near vo and ,u>1. 

5 .2 This subsection is devoted to showing the existence of the 

limit of G"(co,v;ya) as 11~03 and v—vo in an appropriate 

topology We write x = xa,Y = Y. for simplicity xb, Yb are linear 

combinations of x, y with u-dependent coefficients (see (1 6)) 

There are four cases of pairs of the initial and final 2-cluster 

decompositions a and b: Case j-k means the pair (a, b) with a= a;. 
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 b=  ak (15_ , ks 2) We want to express V , I, I b and C ) a as 

functions of x, y with parameter u . 

(5.12) 

Case 1-1: V= V u(x,y)= V 23(x)+ V 13( ma  x—y)+ V12( Mz------x—y), 

      Ia= Ib= Ia(x,Y)= Ib(x,y)= V 13( ma x—y)+ V 12(—------Ma2 x—y). 
a(xb)= e(x,y)= "a(x), 

Case 1-2: V = V and Ia= Ia are the same as Case 1-1, 

       Ib=Ib(X,Y)=V23(X)+V12( Ma2-------XY)• 
         9 (Xb)— C14(X,Y)= 1 s( ma x—y), 

Cas 2-1: V = V - (x , y) = V 2 3 ( ma  x + y) + V 1 3 (x) + V 1 2 ( m 1 x — Y) , 

      Ia= Ia(x,y)= V23(------ma x+y)+ V 12( M1 x y)-

      Ib= Ib(x,y)= V 13(x)+ V12(-----Mi x—y), 

         d(xb)= I a(X,Y)= a(------ma x+Y), 

Case 2-2: VV' and Ia= I; are the same as Case 2-1, 

I'(x,Y)= Ia(x,Y), 

e(xb)=c$(x,))= a(x) 

We see that when u— co , V', Ia, Ib and "a have limits V-, Ia, 

Ib and (1);  pointwise on R 2" (see.(1.4),). These limits have the 

following forms: 

(5.13) 

Case 1-1:  V m (x , y) = V 23(x)-F.  V 1 3 (x - y) + V 12(-y), 
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 I  a  (x  ,  y)  =  I  b  (x  ,  Y)  =  V  1  3  (x-Y)  +  V  1  2  (  y)  , 

;(x, Y)= a(x). 

Case 1-2: V°° and I; are the same as Case 1-1 , 

I b (x , y) = V 2 3 (x) + V 1 2( y) , 

cl);(x,Y)= q ;(x-y) . 

Case 2-1:V -(x, y).= V 23(x+y)+ V 13(x)+ V 12(-y) . 

I a (x , Y) = V 2 3 (X+Y) + V 12(-y).  I (X , Y) = V 13 (x) + V 12 (-y), 

                                                          a(x,Y)= e(x+Y) 

Case 2-2: V- and Ia are the same as Case 2-1 , 

Ib(x,Y)= Ia(x,y), 

a(x,Y)= c6 ;(x) 

      Now we investigate x "(w ,v) as u->oo, v v0. x "( , 

given as follows: 

    x"(w,v;x,y)= elna(v' (v,u)-v)wy(Case 1-1, 

(5.14) = e lmav'(v,u)wx+i(mbmbv(v,u)1-v)(,) •y (Case 

= e-imav' (v, u)w• x+i (mmnbv (v,u)_nav)w• y (Case 

(see (5.2) for v'= v'(v,u)) 

Lemma 5.1. Define x (co )= x (co ;x,y), w E S"-1, by 
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v) are 

2-2) , 

1-2), 

 2-1).



 naV= ------------------------------------------- 
   m

nb[--------mbv +----nay] 
                    m nb 

Sincembm2b—na=-MZmm--------,we obtain 
 mbmbv-n av-~-(1mv02+Ala- Za)----voasu-'~,v-*vo. 

Therefore, in view of (5.14),(5.15), it follows that 

   limsup
s-,IIDr[x"(,v) -x(w)]IILm(K)=0 

for any compact set K in R 2N and multi-index r- The lemma 

follows from this together with the estimates 

     IDrx"(w,v;x,y)I+IDrx(w;x,y)I C7 on R2N, 

where Cr is independent of )1>  1, co E SN-1 and v with 

Iv—vol«1. 1 

    We note that there exists a constant C>0  independent of 

                                -- 3 4 --

     x (co ;x,y)= e 1(z°-A )v0 16")(Case 1-1,2-2). 

(5.15)= eimvoco x-i(-----2vo2+),—AQ)vo—lco-y (Case 1-2). 

               = e 
                    -imvoco .x-1(------2vo2+As—Aa)vo1wy (Case 2-1). 

Then we have for any 8 >0 and any multi-index r, 

(5:16) lim 
cops"-111<x;y>-aDT [x u((.0,v)— x (co)]IILm(RZ"=0,               —+ V o 

where D= (a x, a ,.) and <x;y>:= (1+IxI2+Iy12)1" 

Proof. We only prove this in Case 2-1, because the others can be 

proved similarly We first note that may' (v,u)-* mvo as g- co, 

v->vo. By (5.2) we have 

                                      m2Mb2      mbnby(m2—na)nav2+2mm2nbOa— AB)

u>1



such that 

(5.17) C-'<x;y>s p u(x,y)_C<x;y> on  R2N 

for p<max±y;x>, <± Mix—y;x> (j=1,2).      

<------max y; 12x—y>. <ma' y;Mix—y>_ <x;x±y> 

Lemma 5.2. Let Ice  N U {0} and let s be a real with s < Eo-N, and 

assume (V) . Then 

(5.18) s-lim Ib0 eX "(co ,v)= Ib0 37 (co) in HER 2N) 

v-wo 

uniformly for w ESN-1 

Proof We set g":-= It 0 g-: = I:0,7.  Then, from (V ) . Lemma 2.1 

and (5.17). the estimate 

(5.19)IDrg"(x,y)I+ ID7g°°(x,y)1. C7<x;y>-E0 

follows for any 7, where Cr is independent of )1>  1 (5.19) yields 

g' (6) ,v), g°°X (c) )E Hs(R 2N) because of s<Eo— N. Fix a>0 

with a+ s< E 0— N. Then we get 

(5.20) Ilg"x "(w ,v)—g°°7 (co )Ilk, s 

Ilex "(w ,v)— X (w )] Ilk, s+ II [g"—g°°]x (w )Ilk, s 

           sc( II<x;y>-97[x -(6),v)— x (w )] II Ilg"Ilk,s+s I
716kL-

          +
1~I6kII<x;y>'D7x (co)I1L-                                     11e— 

where C is independent of u >> 1. co E S"-1 and v near vo. 
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Ilgullk,  S+a are uniformly bounded for u» 1 by (5.19) So by Lemma 

5.1 the first term in the R.H.S. of (5.20)goes to zero uniformly for 

w ESN-1 as u—> CO , v—* vo . On the other hand, by (V ) and Lemma 2.1 

we have 

D7g"— D7g°° pointwise on R 2N 

as u—>•o for any 7 Thus, using (5.19) and the Lebesgue dominated 

convergence theorem, we get l i II g" — g°° II k , S+a = O . Therefore the 

second term in the R.H.S. of (5.20) goes to zero uniformly for 

E S"-1 as u—> co 

Lemma 5.3. Let k E N U {0} and s z O. Then the map T defined by 

Tf(y):=  <x>-"f(x,y)dx for fEHs(R2N) 

is a bounded operator from fit (R 2N) to Hs(R "). Furthermore 

DyTf=TDyf 

for any 7 with II k and any fEHs(R2N) 

Proof. Apply the Schwarz inequality 

      For each co ESN-1, — (2m)-10x— ivow V y is a self-adjoint 

operator in L2 (R 2N) with domain 

Dom,= if E L2(R 2N); — (2m)-1p xf— ivow D y fE L2(R 2N) }, 

and (R 2N) is a core of this self-ad jointoperator Therfore 

(5.21) H (co ):=—(2m)-1A — ivow V +V°° 
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is a  self-adjoint operator with domain D.„ and .Z (R 2N) is a core 

of H (co) since V°° is a bounded real-valued function. We denote 

the resolvent of H ((Ai) by 

(5.22)R (co ;z)= (H (co )—z)-' 

The next lemma wili be proved in Sect.6 by using the abstract 

resolvent estimates of Sect.3. 

Lemma 5.4. Assume (V) Let J be any compact interval in R , fix 

kE N U {0} and sE R with Osks to-2 and k+'/z <s, and set 

J±:={zEC;Re zEJ, 0<±Im z<1} and Bk,s:=B(Hs(R2N),H1`-s(R2")) 

Then: 

(i) There exist a large M>0  and a small 8o> 0 such that 

        sup{ IIR"(w,v;z)II +IIR(co;z)II } <co, 
M1.M2>M, Iv-vol<SoBk. SBk. S 
co E S"-' , ZE J± 

where u= (M1,M2) 

(ii) The norm limits 

                E10R"(w,v;A±ie), R(co;,1±i0):=urn R(w;A±j) 

exist in B k. s uniformly for AE J, w E S', u= (M1,M2) and v 

with M1,M2>M, Iv— voI<Eo. 

(iii) For each fEH$(R2N) and AEJ, 

s-lim R°(co,v;A'±i0)f=R(w;,1±i0)f 
u-a,v-'vo 

in H'`s(R 2N) uniformly for w ESN-' 

(iv) Let fEHs(R2N) and AE J. Then R (co ;A±i0)f is an 

H'`s(R 2N)-valued strongly continuous function of co E 
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     We define 

 E(co ;x,y):= 

(5.23) 

Lemma 5.5.(i 

(5.24) 

(5.25) 

where II d1 

(see (5.9)), 

01,Iv-vol<1MI, 

G for some M, 

(ii) If we 

II II ( (N - 1) / 2 

Proof. (i) Here 

By (5.9).(5.23) 

(5.26) su 
u)1, 

w 

(5.27) lii 
u-> 
v-i

-N 

             v— 1           o'ib (x) X

--I;+IaR(co ;A -i0)Ib]eV;X (co ))(x,y) 

y)dx 

Then 

   sup HIG"(co ,v)111, 1+ IIG(w )D1. 1}<co, 

  lim sup (w,v)—G(w )111,1=0, 

(RN)-norm and G°(w,v)=G"(w,v;y), etc. 

 and 

                      1
M2>M,I v-vo I <8{... 
e SN-1 

replace (V ) by (V )' and V 01,1by 

(i) still holds ([ ] is Gauss' symbol) 

ere we denote by II II the Hs(R 2")-norm. 

23) and Lemma 5.3 we can see that it suffices to prove 

v)u1,1+11<x>"E(w) }< co 

(w, v)—E(w)]111,1=0 

Vo 
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We first note that 

            N-2  N-1 

(5.28) (vv')2 (nanbP(vna)1-N-±VO-1 as u-..co, v—>vo. 

By Lemmas 2.1 and 5.2, we have 

           suill<x>NO:Iacl? sX"(c) ,v)111, 1 
          u>l,Tv-v0161 

CO E SN-1 

(5.29)+II<x>"0QI c1) X(c)>111,1}<oo, 

         lira  
 cosuES`N-1ll<x>"[0 QIa0 aX "(c) ,v)— 0 QIa0 eX (co )J 111, 1=0.    ui~ 

v-,vo 

Set 

(5.30)f"(co ,v):= R"(co ,v;AQ-i0)IbcX"(c),v). 

(5.31)f(co):=R (co ;A -i0)Ib(1)aX(60) 

Then (5.26) and (5.27) can be reduced to the following estimates: 

(5.32) usup~N_io161{0<x>"c aIaf"(co ,v)111, 1+H<x>"0 Iaf(co)111.1}<oo, 

E (5.33) I *cornESN-1m alaf" (co ,v)— alaf(co)]U1,1=0          jp 
     v-'voJ 

Fix s with 3/2 < s < Eo— N. Then, by Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4, we have 

(5.34) sup(llf"(co ,v)111,-5+ llf(co )111,-5}<00       W E,SN-1o1< 

By (5.34) and the following estimates 

(5.35) 

 11<x;y>1+Spr(<x>"0 QIa)IIL,<00, sup  <x;y>1+907(<x>r44 Qla)IILm< co 

for 1 r I 1, we obtain (5.32) 
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     Let  8 , co E SN-1 We have 

Ilf"(0),v)—f() )111,-s 

      ^IIR-(60,v;A:-i0)II B1sIIg"x"(co,v)—g°°x(co)111,s (5.36) 

+ II [R" (co ,v;Ai0)— R (w ;A -i0)]g°°x (0 )111,-s 

+IIR"(co,v;),Q-i0)—R (o) ;A -i0)DD IIgm(7(co)—x(8))111,s, 
B1.s 

where Bk,s is as in Lemma 5.4, and g", g°° are the same as in the 

proof of Lemma 5.2. By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.4(iii). the first two terms 

go to zero uniformly for co E SN-1 as u—>co , v—>v0 for fixed 0 

The operator norminthe third term is uniformly bounded for co E S"-1 

u» 1 and v with I v— vo I < 1 (Lemma 5.4 (i)) and g°°x (co) is an 

Hs-valued strongly continuous function of co Thus, we see that for 

any e>0 and 8 ESN-1 there exist M>O, 8>0 and a neighborhood 

of 8 , U (8 ), such that 

IIf"(c) ,v)—f(co )111,-s<e (u= (M1,M2)) 

if co E U (8 ), M1, M2>M, Iv— voI<E Therefore, by using the 

finite covering argument, we see that 

(5.37) vivo copS"-1coIIf°(,v)—f(c) )111,-s=0. u-.~ 

To prove (5.33) we write 

<x>"[0 Qlaf"(6) ,v)— I f(co )] 

(5.38) 
_ <x>"0 QIa[f"(co ,v)—f(co )]+<x>"[0 QIa— 0 QIW]f(co ) 

By (5.35) and (5.37). the first term tends to zero in HI(R 2N) 
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uniformly for  co as u--*oo and v-*vo . We next prove that the 

second term of (5.38) tends to zero uniformly for co as u—oo 

First we claim that f(6)) is Hls(R 2N)-valued strongly continuous in 

co To see this we write for 6 , GO E SN-1 

(5.39) f(co )—f(6 )= (R (co ;A -i0)— R (6 ;A -i0))Ib(1) ax (0) 

+R(c);A -i0)I c1) (x(co)—x(6)). 

The first term goes to zero in Hls(R 2N) as co -* 6 by Lemma 5.4 

(iv) Similarly for the second term by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.4(i) This 

proves the continuity of f (co ). Now we will prove 

(5.40) 
uliim~pS" 111F"f(co )111, 1=0, F":=<x>"[g5:I:—QIa] 

We have for co , 0 ESN-1 

IIF"f(c) )111,1 IIF"f(6 )111,1 +CE II<x;y>1+sDTF"II Ilf(w )—f(6 )111,-s. 
Ins1L°° 

By Lemma 2. 1, (V) and f( e  ) E H 1- s (R 2 N) , the first term tends to 

zero in F11(112") as u-400 for fixed 0 E S"-1 In view of the 

continuity of f(co) and the boundedness EII<x;y>'1 DTF"II (see 
irl1L-

(5.35)), the argument similar to that in the proof of (5.37) yields 

(5.40). and hence (5.33) 

(ii) Fix Si with [(N-1)/2]+l+(1/2)<s1<E0—N. If we replace 

s, Hi(R2") and H1s(R2") by s1. HL(R2") and HI's, . (R 

respectively ( M=[(N-1)/2]+l, L=(N+1)/2) in the proof of (i), we 

obtain the desired results in the same way as above.' 

 5 .3 We fix co E S"-1 in this subsection. We first introduce a 

a family of operators {L,,,(r7)? (nE II") in L2(RN+1) R"+'= 
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R NXR1: 
 xt 

 L():= — (2m)-1 LS.. —  ivoat + V m(x, tw +n) , 

(5.41) 

D(L.(n)):=i fEL2;— (2m)-1A xf— ivoatf EL2} 

By (V ),L,,(n) is self-adjoint for each n II„„ and ,,8 (RN+') is 

a core of L ,,,(n) Furthermore the norm limits 

(5.42) (L-(n)-A±iO)-1:= lim (L,.,(n)-A±i£)-1 

exist inB (L2(RN)®LR(R ), L2(R")®L?S(R)) uniformly for A in 

any compact set in R, where s>(see Lemma 4.1) 

      By the correspondence f (x, y) —> f (x, tw +n) (t ER,  77E II ‘, ) 

e we have L2(R 2N)=  L2 (R Nt1)d7 (see [R-S] IV. XI I I . 16 for constant 
                         E. 

fiber direct integrals) Then, by (5.5) and (5.41), we have 

0ED 

(5.43) H (co )= S L.(n)dn, (H (co )-z)-1=  (L .(n)-z)-1dn 

for zE C\R Thus, for each fE L2(RNxRN) and zE C \R , we have 

(5.44) (R (co ;z)f)(*.*w+n)= (L.(n)-z)-1f(*.*w+n) 

in L2(RNXRt) for a. e. nE III.Here we note that (L,,,(n)-z)-' 

operates on the variable x, t (the first * stands for x and the 

second * for t) The limiting absorption principle for H (co) (Lemma 

5.4) and L .(n) ((5.42)) together with (5.44) yields the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 5.6. Assume (V ) , and fix A E R and f E LS (R 2") (s> % ) 

Then 
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(5.45)  (R  (co  ;),-i0)f)(*-*w+n)=  (L.(n)-A+i0)-1f(*.*w+n) 

in L?s(RNt1) for a.e. nE ll~. 

Proof. Set 

Be(n):= I1<*.*co+0-s[(R (co ;A-ie)f)(*,*w+n) 

— (R (w ;),-i0)f)(*.*0)+77)] II22(RN+1) 

for each e>0 and RE ll Then, by Fubini's theorem, Be(n) is 

well defined for a.e. nE lI and 

11Be(n)DL1(ll.)— D [R (w ;A-1e)— R (w ;A-i0)]fIII2s(R2N), 

Since the R.H.S. goes to zero as e10 by Lemma 5.4, we can choose a 

sequence a i>e2>•••—*0 and a null subset eo of such that as 

Be j (n)-0 for every nE 11 .\eo. This implies that 

(5.46) II(R (co ;),-ie,)f)(*-*co+n)-(R (c) ;A-i0)f)(*,*co+n)112 —~ LZ
s(RN+1) 

as j—+co for every nE II w\eo. On the other hand, there exists a 

null subset el of H4, such that for every n E 1I .\el and all j 

f(*. *co +n)eLs(RN+1). 

(5.47) 

(R (w ;A-iei)f)(*-*w+n)= (L-(n)-A+ei)-lf(*-*w+n) 

in L?s(R "+1) Thus, by (5.42 ) and (5.47). we have 

(5.48) s-lim (R (w ;A-iEJ)f)(*-*w+n)= (L-(n)-A+i0)-lf(*•*w+n) 

in Ls(R"+1) for every nE 114,\el. By (5.46) and (5.48) we get 

the desired result.' 
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     In Lemma 5.8 we  shall prove that (5.45) holds for all 77E IZ~ 

under the stronger assumption (V )' if we require a regularity of f. 

To this end we review the trace theorem. 

Trace Theorem (see e.g. the proof of Theorem IX.38 of [R-S]II). Let 

p, qE N , and let a be a real with a > p/2. Then there exists a 

constant C such that 

Ilf(z,*)IIL2(Rq)sCIIf!IHa(R,XRq) 

for all fE PxR ) and zE R ° In particular, the trace 

TZf:=f(z,*)EL2(R)is well-defined for all fEH°(R°XR') and 

z E R ° Furthermore TZ is a B (H° (R °x R °) , L2 (R °) )-valued norm 

continuous function of ZE R 

     For each TIE II „, we define a map y „ from ,g (R 2N) to 

,g (R"+1) by (y„f)(x,t):=f(x,tw+rl)y„f is the restriction of 

f on a plane of codimension N-1 in R 2N The trace theorem 

guarantees that y „ can be uniquely extended to a bounded operator 

from Hk (R 2N) to L2 (R Nt1) for any k> (N-1)/2, and that y „ is a 

B (Elk (R2N).L2(RNt1))-valued norm continuous function of TIE II 

Furthermore we have 

Lemma 5.7 Fix k> (N-1)/2 and s E R Then y „ can be uniquely 

extended to a bounded operator from Hs(R 2N) to Ls(R "+1) and y 

is a 13 (Fit (R2N),LS(RNt1))-valued norm continuous function of 

77€  ll .
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Proof The relation T  ,<x; y>'= <x; tw+n>_s r „ and the trace 

theorem yield T „E B (Hs(R 2N) L(R Nt1)) The continuity is easily 

verified.I 

Lemma 5.8. Assume (V) ' , and fix AG R, s> [ (N-1)/2]+(3/2) and 
      N 1 

fEHs  2+1(R2N)Then 

(5.49)T „R (a); A-i0)f= (L.(n)-A+i0)-17- „f 

in L?s(RNt1)for all nE III. 

Proof R (co ;A-iE) maps Hs"N13+1c"21i+1                              2 (R2") into H-s2 (R2") for each 

e>0,  and we have 

(5.50)T „R (co ;A-ie)f= (L.(n)-1+iE)-1T „f 

in L(R1)for a. e. n E II. by (5.44) and Lemma 5.7 On the other 

hand, it is easy to see that (L.(n)-A+ie)-1 is strongly continuous in 

ne III as a B (L2(RN+1))-valued function. Thus both sides of 

(5.50) are strongly continuous in nE II. in L?s (R N+1) by Lemma 

5.7. and so (5.50) holds for all nE II We fix TIE II and let 

el0 in both sides. Then Lemmas 5.4 and 5.7 yield 

T „R (co ;1-iE)f 7-„R  (co ;A-i0)fin Ls(RN+1) 

Since T „f E Ls (R "+ 1) we get 

(1-(77)-z+ie)-1 T „f (L,.,(n)-,1+i0)-1 T „fin Ls(R N+1) 

by (5.42) This completes the proof. I 

Lemma 5.9. We assume (V) Then we have 
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 N-2  

(5.51)  (2n  )2  G(c) ;tco+n)dt=Saa(vow ,n)— 6 Qe 

for-a.e. nE III. (See (1.24) for Saa(voco,n) ) 

Proof. By (5.23), we have 

N-2 rN-2 

(5.52) (2g )2 G(6);tw+n)dt= (27t)2SJ E(co ;x, tw+n)dxdt 

for a.e. n E III. Using Lemma 5.6 and (5.23), in the R.H.S. of (5.52), 

we get 

N-2 

(5.53) (27r )2SS E(a) ;x,tw+n)dxdt 

= iv.--1{— (q5 Q(x)1a(x,tco+n), e(x,tw+n)x (w ;x,t +n)) 

+ (q5 a(x)1a(x,tci+n). ((L.(n)-1 +ip)-11b(*.*w+n)(1) ;(*.*w+n)X 

Xx (60 ;*,*c)+n))(x,t))} 

for a.e. TIE II ,.,. By scaling t— vot, L-, (n) turns into 

                                                              (2m)' Q x — i at + V 23 (x) + V 13 (x -votes -17) + V 12 (- v O t GJ - n ) 

                       (for Case 1-1, 1-2) 

—(2m)-1Q x—iat+V23(x+votco+n)+V19(x)+V 12(-votcw-n) 

                       (for Case 2-1, 2-2) 

Thus this scaling yields 

(5.54) the R.H.S. of (5.53)= 

— i (c5 a(x)1a(x ,votco+n), (1) a(x,votci+n)x (oi ;x,votw+n)) 

+ i ( ( )-11a(*.vO*(A)+n) m(*))(x,t)• 1b(x,votco+n)x 
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 x0  a(x ,votco+n)X  (co  ;x,v°tco+n)) 

To finish our proof, in view of (5.53), (5.52). (4.8) and (1.24). we 

have only to show that (5.54) is equal to the R.H.S. of (4.8) for 

= vow and each n E II 

Case 1-1. We can obtain the desired result by observing that 

(5.55) IZ(x,votco+n)=Wc(v°co ,n;x,t) for c=a, b (see (4.7)), 

(5.56) X (co ;x,votco+n)= e 1(Aa-,t7)t (x,votco+n)= 0 ,;(x). 

(5.57) e(L.(n)-za-i0)-1= (KVpwn-i0)1eiaet 

Case 1-2. (5.55) and (5.57) hold also in this case. Instead of (5.56), 

we have only to note that 

7 (co ;x,votCO+n)—e imvocox-i(2vo2+As-),:)t, 
(5.58) 

(I)s(x,votco+n)= e(x—votco—n) 

Case 2-1 We use new variables (X,^)= (x+votco+n,t) in this case and 

the next case. In terms of the new variables we can write 

(5.59) I7(x,votco+n)=Wc (vow ,n;X,^) for c=a, b,

m
(5.60) X (co ;x,votco+n)=eimvoco X+i(-----2vo2+zQ-zf)s, 

(5.61)ch a (x) = q (X-vosco -n) ,
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(5.62) 0  e(x,votw+n)=  07(X) 

                                       (LI(n)-za-i0)-1 

=(— (2m)-1Qx—ioS— iv, w Vx +V23(X)+V13(X-vosw-n) 

(5.63)+Vi2(-vosw-n)-A:- i0)-1 

                                                            = U (- (2m) 10x- ios + V 23 (X)+ V 13 (X-vosw -n)+ 

+ V 12(-vosw-f7)-i0)-1U *, 

where U= e-imvowX+i(2vO2+Z°)s, a unitary multiplication 

operator Noting that the Jacobian for (x,t)-*(X,^) is one, we can 

compute the R.H.S. of (5.54) to obtain the desired result. 

Case 2-2. We use the same variables as above. (5.59), (5.61), (5.63) 

hold also. Instead of (5.60), (5.62), we have only to note that 

(5.64) x (co ;x,votw+n)= e i(Aa-Ae)s, ,(x,votCJ+n)= 7(X-v0s -n) 

We have shown that (5.54) equals the R.H.S. of (4.8) for =vow 

and n E II and have finished the proof of Lemma 5.9. 1 

                                                               N-1)+1 

                                     Lemma 5.5 (ii) shows G(a))E H(N+1)/2(R") if we assume (V)' 

Thus G(w;tw+n)EL2N+1)/2(Rt)CL1(Rt) is well-defined for each 

n E 11,„ in view of the trace theorem. At the end of this subsection 

we prove the following.
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Lemma 5.10. We assume  (V  )  ' Then (5.51) holds for all n E 11u . 

Proof. By the trace theorem the L.H.S. of (5.51) is continuous in 

n E II., and by Lemma 5.8 and the smoothness of V ;,, 0:, 0 e the 

R.H.S. of (5.53)(=the R.H.S. of (5.51)) is continuous in nE ll4,. 

Hence, (5.51) holds for all n E II ..1 

5 .4 We assume (V )' and give the proof of Theorem 1.1 in this sub-

section. The following lemma will be proved in Sect.7 

Lemma 5.11. Let k> , s> (N-1)/2, and h E C(SN-1 ). Then for any 

e>0 there exists Ro = Ro (k, s, e, h, N)> 0 such that 

(5.65) I R"-1  F(R(w'-w ))h(w')dco'—h(w)  F(n)dn 

e VF II k, S 

for all R? Ro, co ESN-1 and FE Hs(R ") 

Remark. F(R(*—co ))EL2(SN-1) and F(n)ELS (IT .)cL1(llc,) are well-

defined by the trace theorem. 

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We fix f C(SN-1) and set M= [(N-1)/2]+1, 

L= (N+1)/2. Then by Lemma 5.5 we have 6" (co ,v). 6 (w) E HM (R ") , 

where 6"(w ,v;), o(w ;5) are the inverse Fourier transform of 

G" (co ,v;y), G(co;y), respectively Thus applying Lemma 5.11 with 

k=L, s=M, h=f, F=6"(co,v). and using (5.11) (see (1.16)), 

lim vn,—>oo, we obtain 
11-, O. v-4vo 
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I  (Tea((''/2  )nave+za)f)(a) )— ( G(w ;n)dn)f(w ) 1 
ll~ 

1 (vna)N-1 G"(co,v;vna(w'-w))f(w')dw'— ( G"(w ,v;n)dn)f(w )1 
SN-1E. (

5.66) 

   + 116" (co ,v;n)—G(co ;n)IIL1(%)If(co )1 

    s B IIG"(co,v)IIM,L +CIIG"(w ,v)—G(co )IIM,LIIfII
L~(R~), 

where 0 = 0 (u,f,v), which is independent of co E S"-1, satisfies 

0 as 11--)-00 and v— vo , and C is independent of co , v 

and u >> 1. In the last step we have used the following estimate, which 

follows from the Schwarz inequality and Lemma 5.7, 

(5.67) Il6(n)IIL1(R.)~ const. 116(n) IIL2(H.) 

                       const. Dull 
                             HM(RN) 

for u E HL(R ") Thus, by Lemma 5.5 and (5.66), we get 

(5.68) 1i (TL( (X )v2+1:)f)(co )_ (S G(w ;n)dn)f(co ) 
u 'm, v-*voII,, 

uniformly on SN-1 Now direct calculation yields 

N-2  

(5.69)S u(n)dn = (2n )2  u(to) )dt 
E. 

for each co E S1 and uE .)8 (R ") By the Schwarz inequality and the 

trace theorem we have 

(5.70) Ilu(*w )IIL1(R)const.11u(*w)1IL2(R). const. IlullHM(R") 

for any u E Hr,(R "), regarding u(* w) as the trace of u to the one 

dimensional subspace {tw ;tE R } in R" This together with (5.67) 
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 implies that (5.69) holds for any uE HL(R ") In particular we have 

N-2 

(5.71) G(co ;n)drl = (27)  G(a) ;to.) )dt 

                                                      jj~~                                  = Sa(vow , 0) —va 

for all co ESN' by Lemma 5.9. Theorem 1.1 follows from (5.68) and 

(5.71) if we recall the definition of TL(1).I 

5 .5 We assume (V ) and prove Theorem 1 3 in this subsection. The 

next lemma will be proved in Sect.7 

Lemma 5.12. Let 0< s< k—'/zThen for any E>0  there exists 

Ro=Ro (E , k, s, N)1 such that    

I RN-1  IF(R(c'-w))12dco'—  IF(n)12dnIsEIIF11k,s 
S"-'E. 

for all R? Ro, co E S"-' and FE Hs(R ") 

    We define J by (Jf)()= f() (the complex conjugation) and 

157, W7.-± by (157f)(xc,yc):= q r(xc)f(yc), 

                                                                          u (5.72)W"+:=s-lime it "P„e-itr            rt -->+mr 

for r= a, $, c= D(r) Since 

 JP"J=P"e-itT;= JeitTrJe-itH°= JeitH# J for r=a,$, 
  rr' 

we have, by (1.10). and so 

(5.73)S as=JS Qa J, 
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where  -§-:0:=W:+*  W_. We can see that ZaS :2Z;* is decomposable 

in terms of a family of operators {Sa8(A)} ([A-J-S],15-3): 

(5.74) (see (1.15)). 

         ** AA 
For r= a, S we note that JZr(A)= Zy (A)J, whereJ is defined by 

A (Jg) (co ) = g(- co ) for g E E =L2(S1) Then we have by (5.73) . (5.74) 

                                      *  (5.75)S~a(A)=JSae(A)J on E, AE (4.,co)\A", 

where A:9`":=max(AQ,4). A":={the thresholds of H"}U d P(H") 

Since both sides are norm continuous by Theorem 2.3 , (5.75) holds for 

all AG (4Q, co )\A" Let "T:0(1, co , w' ) be the integral kernel of 

-§-
:0(1)—  8 Q0. Then, by (5.75), we get 

(5.76) TBa(A,6',co)=T:s(A,-co,-w') (cf. (1 16)) 

This equality holds for all (A, co , cJ) E co)\A")xSN-IxSN-I 

because both sides are continuous in all variables (Proposition 2.4) 

     The arguments up to subsection 5.3 are valid even if we replace 

(the initial channel) a and (the final channel) S by S and a, 

respectively_ and then relace q5 7 and q 7 by 4 7 and 0 7, 

respectively for 7=a, S. In the definition of G"(co,v;ya) and 

G(&);y) (see (5.9)- (5.23))- we replace a and S by S and a, 

respectively(the initial speed v is replaced by v' (see (5.2)). 

and replace 0 7 and cb 7 by 0 7 and 0 7, respectively Denote 

the resulting function by p"(c),v;yb) and p°°(w ;y). Then we have 

to(A,6),61)=(nbv')"-16"(6a v;nbv•( —w)), (
5.77) 

A= (1/2)nav2+AQ= (1/2)nbv' 2+A4 
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in the same way as (5.11) Thus, in virture of (5.76), the total cross 

section is represented as (see (1.17)) 

(5.78)  ((1/2)nav2+ ;w  ) 

_ (27r )N-1 (nav) 1-N (nbv' ) 2N-2 1611(.._ W  , v; nbv ( w'+w ) ) 12d a; 
SN-1 

We have 

I d L((1/2)nav2+Aa; w )— (27-1- )N-1II6°°(-6) ;*)IIL2(II )             

I d"ea((1/2)nav`+Aa;w)— (27r )N-1II °(-w,v;*)IIL2(ll ,)I (5
.79) 

          + (27r )N-1(II1\3°°(-w ;*)IIL2(ll ,,)+ IIp°(-co ,vx)IIL2(R.))x 

                  xI II m(-w ;*)IIL2(l
o,)— III"(-co,v;*)IIL2(II~)I 

Under assumption (V ), Lemma 5.5(i) holds even if G°(w ,v;ya) and 

G(co ;y) are replaced by p°(w ,v;yb) and p°°(w ;y), respectively 

Thus, by using the trace theorem, Lemm 5.12 and (5.78). we obtain 

(5.80) lim cL((1/2)nav2+Aa;w )= (2n )"-11I °°(-w ;*)IIL2(II .) 

uniformly for co ES' Since 

   6...(-w ;0_ (2n)-c"-1>/2 Sei .77((2n)SRpm(-w;tw+n)dt)dn 
  R„ 

for E 11 4„ the R.H.S. of (5.80) equals 

(2n)N-2 ~ll~ I Rpm(-co ;tw+n)dtl2dn 
by Parseval's equality. 

    We define 71;7(,77;x, t) by replacing 07 by 07 in the defi-

nition of IO 7-n;x,t) (see (1.20)) and define 
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(5.81)  S2  r(  ,n):=s-lim  U(  ,n;0,t)37(  ,n;*.t) in L2(RN) 
 t-,±w 

for r= a, $. Then, in the same way as Lemma 5.9, we 

have 

(5.82) (2n)22 SR p-(_w ;tcv+n) dt 

    = e-1S-WV~2(votw-n)dt(S2 a(-vow ,fl),(-vow ,n))— sae, 

for a.e. Tie  E. Thus, by(1.24), (5.80), we have only to prove the 

following lemma to finish the proof of Theorem 1.3. 

Lemma 5.13. For 7-= a, fi and E R"\{0},  n E 11 f , we have 

(5.83)SZr(-,n)=JQr(,n) 

Proof. Recall that U U,n;t,^) is the propagator of h E,,(t) (see 

(1.18)). Q (t,^):=J U (,n;-t,-s)J, (s,tE R ) obviously satisfies 

(U-i) and (U-ii) of Sect.1. Moreover we have 

iat Q (t,^)=Jh -f,,,(-t)U (-,n;-t,-s)J 

                        = h f , n(t)Q (t,^), 

where we have used h £,,(t)= h -g.,(-t) in the last step_ 

Thus we see that Q (t,^)= U (,n;t,^) for all s,tE R by the 

uniqueness of propagator Since J r(-,n;x,t)= ziir( ,n;x,-t) for 

i= a, $, it follows that 

        S27(- ,n)=st+~U(-,n;0,t)77(-,n;*.t) 

                  =s-lim JU ( ,n;0,-t)J7/ rH,n;*.t) 
t-,±co 

=JS2 r( ,r7) 
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§ 6 Proof of Lemma 5 4 

      We shall prove Lemma 5.4, under assumption  (V  ), by applying the 

abstract theorem obtained in Sect.3. We fix s E R and an integer k 

0 with 0s ks Co— 2, k+ % <s, and a compact interval J= [e1,e2] 

in R throughout this section. We may assume a= a1= {1,(2,3)}, 

since the other case can be treated similarly 

    Let 

(6.1) Ao:=(1/2i)(x•VX+Vx x+y V,.+V,. y) 

be the generator of dilations on R', which is self-adjoint in 

L2(R2N) with ..2)=.x!.(R2N) as a core. For a triplet 6= (co ,u,v) 

with co ESN-1, u»1 and Iv—voI<<1 for fixed vo>0, we define a 

operator 

(6.2) AB:=na-lAo+vw•y=na-le-1naVw yAoelnavw y 

and for co ESN' 1 we define 

(6.3) A::=vow •y 

We also write 

(6.4) HB=H"(w,v)=H~—ivw Vy(see (5.5)) 

for a triplet 0 = (w,u,v). A6, A: and Ho are self-adjoint 

operators in with ,a as a core.A direct calculation yields 

(6.5) i[H©,Ae]=-----2nHo—----1[Ao,Vu]— 2n V°+v2, 
        anana 

(6.6) i [A u, V u] = V 23' (x)+ V  ( nlax—y)+ V iz) (— -----max —y) 

m 

                                                       N12 
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on  , where V;k' (x)= (x• V ,.)'V Jk(x) (see (5 12)) Thus the R.H.S. 

of (6.5) can be extended to a bounded operator from H2(R 2N) to R , 

and the commutator i [ H 6, A e] defines a self-adjoint operator i H 9 (1) 

in If 4 5 eo, the 4-th commutator 

14 [A o, [..•[A o, V ``]... ] ] (
6.7) 

             = V 29, (x)+ V 13) ( r-i
tiax-y)+ V 1Y (- pA2x-y) 

is bounded by (V ). Therefore, by using (6.5) we see that the 4-th 

commutator [ [••• [ H 9, A 6] , ••• , ] , A 0] on ,g can be uniquely extend-

ed to a self-adjoint operator i2 H 6") in g for 4 s CO-

     Let  0 be a Cm-function on R such that OS 0 5_1, 0 = 1 

on J and supp c [e1-1,e2+1] (supp= support) 

Lemma 6.1 Let d be a positive integer withds k+ 1. 

(i) There exist M> 0 and 40> 0 such that assumption 3.1 (H=g, 

H=H0, A= A6, I=J ) is satisfied for all triplets B= (co ,u,v) 

with c) ESN-1, u= (MI ,M2), M1, M2>M, Iv—voI<8o, where we can take 

Co=(%)vo2 in (H-v) Furthermore, Ili' H6 Re(1)II (4=1, ,d+1) 

is uniformly bounded for 0 = (w , u, v) . where we write 

(6.8)R e(z)= (H 

(ii) For wESN-1 assumption 3.1 (H=-, H=H(w). A=A:„I=J) 

is satisfied, where we can take Co=vo2 in (H-v) Furthermore, 

i[H (a)).A:]=vo2 and iY[[••• [H (w),A7,].••-],A:]=0 if 2 54. 

Proof. (i) (H-i) is obvious because ..v, is a common core for H 

and A 6. (H-ii) follows easily from 
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(6.9) e  itA  e=e -inavo-ye itA o/na e inav°Y 

We can verify (H-iii),(H-iv) by using the arguments before this lemma 

and the fact that ,g is a common core for H8 and AO Since 

na_*oo as u—>.oo, we obtain by (6.5) 

Q5 (He)iHoclr (He) 

(6.10)?(n a(el-1)—nall[Ao V°]II—nallV"ll+v2)0 (H0)2 

(% )vo20 (F18)2 

for all 0 = (co ,u,v) with co ESN-1, u»1 and iv— voI<1. This 

implies (H-v) with Co= (i )vo2 The uniform boundedness of 

(6.11) II e`2) Re(i)p= II ((2/na)2H 9+bounded operators)Re(i)II 

(4=1, •• .d+1) follows from (6.5), (6.7) and (V) 

(ii) .2) is a common core for H (co ) and A:, and (H-i) is satis-

fied. Noting that 

      D(H (co))= if E L2 (R 2N); (— (2m)-1 x— ivow V )fE L2(R 2N)} 

we can easily see that (H-ii) holds. (H-iii)---(H-v) follow from 

i [H (6)), A:,] =v02 on .,8 This completes the proof. 

      We set (6= (co ,u,v); M1,M2>M, Iv— vol<bo, oES"-1 

where u= (M). , M2) } Here M and 8 o are as in Lemma 6. 1 . 

     We denote any of - i a xi or - i a y. (j = 1, , N) by D. For any 

fEHI(R2") and zEC\R, 
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      -itD-itDitD-itD 
(6.12)e R(co;z)f=(e H  (c)e—z)1ef. 

Thus e -itD R  (co  ;z)f is strongly differentiable in tE R and 

(6.13) at t-oe -itDR (co ;z)i{R (a);z)D— R (co ;z)(DV°°)R (co ;z) }f, 
which implies R (co ;z) leaves H1(R 2N) invariant and 

(6.14) DR (co ;z)= R (co ;z)D— R (co ;z) (DV °°)R (co ;z) on H1 (R 2N) 

for each z E C \R By using (6.14) and (V ) , we see that 

(6.15)sup IIR (a) ;z)II <co 
               co ESN-1,ZEK B(H2) 

for any compact set K in C \R and 4 z 0 , where Hs = H4 (R 2 N ) 

In the same way as above for any compact set K inC \R and 4z 0 

we have 

(6.16)e
EsupzEKIIRe(z)IIB(HQ)<co 

Furthermore R e (z) (z E C \R) leaves ,38 invariant ( e.g. 

Proposition 1.3 of [P]). and so by (6.1) we have 

(6.17) iER0(i).A0]=—iRe(i)[H6,A0]Re(i) 

             naRe(i)+R6(i)(na[Ao,V"]+ na(V"—i)—v2}R0(i) 
on .38 

Lemma 6.2. Let 4 be a nonnegative integer Then 

                 supna-IIIR0(i)II B(H1{Q+1~    E o0 

Proof. By (6.16), (V ) and the resolvent equation 
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 RB(i)= (H 8-V °-i)-1— (H 0-V --i )-1V "R 6(i), 

it suffices to prove 

(6.18)sup(Hna-111(Ha-V<00                                       i)-lll
B(HQH4+') 

Thus by (6.4) and the Fourier transform it suffices to show that 

(6.19) (c,j,vv)EE na I(2ma)-1II2+(2nl)I--------------------------------------------------- < o0                                            'In'2+vw•n1+1 

,nE RN 

Taking account of the inequality 2ab s a2+ 62 for real a, b, we have 

ICI+Inl+ls I(1/2ma)1e12+(1/2na)Inl2+vco•nl+na(v2+1)+1+(ma/2) 

Therefore (6.19) follows. 11 

Proof of (i), (ii) of Lemma 5.4. 

(I) First we give the proof for R (co ;z) 

     When k= 0, we fix s> % and d = 1 By Lemma 6.1 ( i ) and 

Theorem 3.3, we have 

(6.20)sup11<0) y>-sR (c) ;z)<6) y>-SII<00 
zEJ±, a E SN-1 

and the norm limits 

(6.21)110<co •y>-'1=t(co ;A±ie)<co •y>-5 

exist inuniformly for co E SN-1 and AE J. From this together 

with <c •y>s<x;y>-SS 1, <x;y>:=(1+Ix12+Iy12)1/2, the desired results 

follow. 

     When k z 1, we have only to prove 

(6.22) sup II<x;y>-SD7R (co ;z)<D>-"<x;y>-SII<00, 
zEJ±, CJ E SN-1 
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(6.23)  lira II<x;y>-SDY[R (co ;A±ie)-R (co ;A±iE')]<D>-k<x;y>-511=0 
E,E'10 

( y+1)12 ) 

uniformly for A E J, W E SN-1 for s> k+ % and I r I s k. By using 

(6.14) repeatedly and by taking account of <x;y>SDr<D>-k<x;y>-s 

E B (R) for Iris k, in order to prove (6.22) and (6.23), it turns 

out to be sufficient to show 

(6.24) sup II<W y>-sR (co ;z)V 71R (W ;z)... 
zEJ±, W E SN- 1 

                                      V74R (CO;z)<Wy>-SII<~- 

(6.25) lim II<W •y>-5{R (W ;A±ie)V71R (co ;),±iE)...V 7QR (co ;),±ie) 
E,E'10 

—R(W;Z±iE')V7
1R'(W;1±iE')---V72R(W;±iE')}<6.) •y>-sli=0 

uniformly for AEJ, W ESN-1, where V7;=Dr;V°° and 14k, 

Ir;Isk (j=1,---,4) Since [V7.,A:]=0 for j=1,---,4, taking 

account of Lemma 6.1, we can apply Theorem 3.3 with H =g, H = 

H (co ), A= A:„ I=J, d=4+1 and VET;= V7, for j=1,---,4 to 

conclude (6.24) and (6.25) This completes the proof of (i), (ii) for 

R (W ;z) 

(II) We next prove (i), (ii) for R©(z)= R"(W ,v;z). 

    When k=0, we fix s with % <s<1  and shall show that 

(6.26) supII<x;y>-SRB(z)<x;y>-511<00, 
         zEJ±, 8 c 
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(6.27)  lira sup II<x;y>—s[RB(),±iE)—RB(1±iE')]<x;y>—s11= 
E, E !0 J,EJ, E,= 

By the resolvent equation we get 

(6.28) Re(z)=Re(i)+(z-i)RB(i)2+(z-i)2R9(i)R9(z)Re(i) 

for zE C \R Thus, to obtain (6.26), (6.27) it suffices to show 

that 

(6.29)sup II<x;y>-SRB(i)RB(z)RB(i)<x;y>-SII<co, 
zEJ±, 6 E 

(6.30)lira sup II<x;Y>-SRe(i)x 
e,10 AEJ. B E 

x[RB(,l±ie)-R e(A+iE' )] R B(i)<x;y>-s11=0 . 

By Lemma 6. 1 (i) and Theorem 3.3 with d=1, we have 

(6.31) sup II<A6>-SR8(z)<A8>-SII<co, 
zEJ±, 0 E 

(6.32) lim sup II<AB>-S[RB(),±i&)-Re(A±ie')]<A,>-s II= 
E, E' 10, A.EJ, 6 EE 

We have AeRe(i)=R8(i)A0+[Ae,R6(i)] on A [AB,RB(i)] 

uniformly bounded for 0 E E. by (6.6) and (6.17) Since 

(6.33) Ae=—i(na)-1Vx•x -i(na)-1o,•y +vco•y +(N/in.). 

we have sup 11 R e (i) A e <x ; y> -1 I < oo by Lemma 6.2, and so we get 
B E 

sup IIA BR B(i)<x;y>—ill< 00 By using interpolation this yields 
eE" 

(6.34)esupII<Ae>SR©(i)<x;y>-SII<co 

for 0 ss 1. Thus, (6.29) and (6.30) follows from (6.34) together 
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with (6.31) and  (6.32). and so (6.26) and (6.27) are obtained. 

    When kz 1, we fix a real s with k+% <s<k+ 1. In the same 

way as (I), it suffices to prove 

(6.35) sup II<x;y>-SR0(z)V y1Re(z)... V IQRe(z)<x;y>-SII<co, 
EE 

(6.36) lim sup II<x;y>-5{Re(z±iE)V1Re(,l±iE)...VrQRe(A-!-iE) 
E,E 10 AEJ,0EE, 

— R e(A±ie' )V 7
1R' e(Z±iE' )...V 72R, e(A±ie' )}<x;y>-511=0 

where V 7= Dr V u and 1 s 4 s k, I r i s k. 

Using (6.28) repeatedly, we get 

(6.37)Re(z)= {E(z-i)41Re(1)42} + 4
1,42; finite 

+. (z_i)2 (k+1) R e(i)k+1R e(z)R 9(i)k+1 

for zE C \R Thus, by substituting (6.37) in (6.35) and (6.36), we 

finally see that the proof of (6.35), (6.36) can be reduced to that of 

the following 

(6.38)sup II<Ae>-SRe(z)U2Re(z)...UmRe(z)<Ae>-SII<co, 
zEJ±, 0 E 

(6.39) lira sup II<A0-5{Re(),±iE)U,RA(A±iE)---UmRe(Atie) 
E, E' {0 AEJ, B 

Re(1'±iE)U 2R e0:±iE)--- U mR e(Z'±iE)}<A e>—S11=0, 

(6.40)  sup { II<x;y>-SU 1<A 0511+ II<A e>SU m+1<x;y>-511 }<00 

for 2s ms k+ 1, where each U ; is the form 

(6.41) U;=Re(i)Q1Re(i)---QhRe(i) (h?k) 
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with  Q..=1 or V (I71 k). 

    We first prove (6.38) and (6.39) by applying Theorem 3.3. It 

follows from (6.17) and ks e o — 2 that q-th commutators (0 � q 5 k+ 2 ) 

[••• [ U ; , A 6] , , A6] on .28 can be extended to bounded operators 

U ;9) on g, and their operator norms are uniformly bounded for 0 

E Thus each U; (j=1,•••,m+l) satisfies Assumption 3.2 with A 

= A 9 and ds k+ 1 , and so (6.38) and (6.39) fol low from Lemma 6.1 (1) 

and Theorem 3.3 with ds k + 1 Next we shall prove (6.40) We have 

(6.42) U1A6k+1=Aek+1U1+[U1,Aek+1] on .y3 

A0 (j=0,•• ,k+1) has the form 

(6.43) A 6j= ECxrlyr2 ( 1 D)r3. 
                 Ir1+721,1731-717273na 

where C717z73are constants uniformly bounded for 0 E = Since 

U 1 containes at least (k+1) R 6(i). we obtain 

(6.44)sup II(------1D)7U1II<co for ITIsk+1 
B E 

by Lemma 6.2 and (V ) , and so we have 

(6.45)sup__  II<x;y>-k-lA Bk+lU 111<C° 

The commutator [U 1,A 6k+1) has the form 

k [U1, ABk+1]= (C;A B'U ik+1-;) 

where C; are constants independent of B E = We note that (6.17), 

(V) and Lemma 6.2 yield 

(6.46) sup II (nD)7U(k+1-j) II<co 
BE,~ 

for 171sk+1 and for j=0,--,k, and so we obtain 
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(6.47) k-1 
            esup II<x;y>-[U1,Aek+1]II<co 

It follows from  (6.45),(6.47) that 

(6.48)Bsup II <x; y>-k-1U1 (A 8>k+1 II < 00_ 

Similarly, we have 

(6.49) sup II<Ae>k+1Um+1<x;y>-k-111<00 
8 E 

Therefore (6.40) follows by interpolation. This completes the proof 

of (i), (ii) of Lemma 5.4. 

It remains to prove (iii), (iv) of Lemma 5.4. 

Lemma 6.3. Let Q be a nonnegative integer and f EP Then for each 

s>0, 

(6.50) s-lim R°(co,v;),'+ia)f=R(co;A+i&)f in H4 A -A ,u-'m,v-'vo 

uniformly for co ESN-1 

Proof. By (6.15) and (6.16) we may assume f E..Z We have 

(6.51) [R"(w ,v;A'+i8)- R (w ;Z+ig)] f=- R°(w,v;A-+i8)X 

    x [(-----1 - 1 )0-- ------12
na 2m 2m.AY-i(v-vo)co Vy-A'+z]R(w;A+Wf 

                     -R°(w ,v;A'+ia)[V°- V°°JR (co ;A+i8)f. 

Taking account of (6.15),(6.16), we see that the first term in the 

R.H.S. goes to zero in H4 uniformly for w ES' as u— oo , v-*vo, 

       It is obvious that 

(6.52) lim V-]R (c);A+i8)fMQ,o=0 
co 
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for each w  E  S"-' Since R (co ;A+ib)f is He-valued strongly 

continuous function of co ESN-', we can see that (6.52) hold uniformly 

for co by the finite covering argument (see (5.37)) Thus, by (6.15). 

the second term in the R.H.S. of (6.51) goes to zero in He uniformly 

for co E S"-' as u-00, v- vo, A'-÷A. This proves the lemma.. 

Proof of (iii) of Lemma 5.4. Fix f Hs for s>k+'/z and a 

sufficiently small a> O. By (ii) of Lemma 5 4 already shown, we can 

take a fi> 0 such that 

(6.53)sup { II [R B(A'+i0)- R B(A'+i8)]fIIHk 
A, A' EJS 

69 =(60 

+ I [R (CO ;A+i(3)- R (co ;A+iO)]fIIHk
s}<z 

This together with Lemma 6.3 gives the desired result. 

Proof of (iv) of Lemma 5.4. By (i) of Lemma 5.4 already shown, we may 

assume f E For any E S"-1, we have 

[R (;A±iO)- R (co ;A±iO)]f 

(6.54) -.ER  ( ;A±iO)- R ( ;A±iE)]f+ [R (co ;A±iE)- R (w ;A±i0)]f 

+ [R ( ;A±it)- R (co ;A±iE)]f. 

By using the resolvent equation, 

(6.55) R( ;z)-R(co;z)=R(co;z)ivo( -co) V,.R(co;z) 

for z E C \R , we can easily show that the last term goes to zero as 
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 co  -+ in 2N for each E>0. By Lemma 5.4 (i i) _ the others 

go to zero uniformly for , co ESN-1 as E->0. This completes the 

proof 1

§ 7 Proof of Lemma 5.11 and Lemma 5.12 

Lemma 7.1. Let k>1/2, s> (N-1)/2. Then for any E>0 and any 

0< a. 1/2 there exsist positive constants Ro= Ro(E,a,s,k,N),C = 

C(s,k,N) such that 

(7 1) I RN-1 F(R(co'-co ))h(co')dco'-h(co)  F(n)dnl 
SN-1TT. 

       _.EIIhIIL.(SN-1)IIFIIK,s+C sup Ih(o')-h(c) )I11Fllk,s 
Ico-co'1<a 

for for all RRo, hEC(SN-1), FEHs(R") and co ESN-1 

Proof of Lemma 5.11. Immediate from Lemma 7 1.1 

     Lemma 7 1 will be proved after the series of lemmmas. 

Lemma 7.2. Let k> 1/2, s> (N-1)/2. Then for any 0< a< 1 there 

exists a positive constant C = C(a,s,k,N) such that 

(7.2) RN-1  IF(R(co'-co ))Idw' sC.R-s+(cN-1)i2> IIFIIk,s 

Ii-co'1>a 

for all Rz1, F E.2)(RN) and co ES"-1 

Proof. For each co E SN-1 there exists a X <.,E C°°(R ") such that 
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 05_,z.1, supp x" c { ERN; I -a) I>8/2, I51>% }, 

7.=1 on { E RN, 1—co I8, ICI >_1 }, ( :-UICI), 

          sup I Dex ,, ( ) I < co for each r 
W ESN-1, BERN 

Let dSR() be the Lebesgue measure on SR:= {E RN; 11= R} 

Then 

RN-1  IF(R(aI-w))Idco'=  IF( —Roo)IdSR( ) 

Ic-Co'I>8I'i-co I>8 

                

IIx.()F(—Rco)IIL1(S
R) 

5C1.R-s+((N-1)/2) II< >Sx` .,( )FU—RCo)II2                                            L(S
R) 

(7.3) 

SC2,R—s+c(N-1)/2) II< >'x.( )F(—Rco)IIHR(R") 

C2.R-s+c (N-1)/2>II<Df>k< >s< -Ra>-sx,,<D£>-'`IIB(L2)x 

xII<-R0)>sF(—Rco )IIHk , 

where in the second step we have used the Schwarz inequality, and in 

the last step but one we have used the fact that 

(7 4)Ilf( )IILz(S R).CIIfIIHk(R") 

for all Rz 1 and f E Hk (R ") , where C is independent of R (cf. 

Proposition (2.1) of [G-M]) Note that 

II<-Rco>sF(—Rco )IIHk= II<>SF()IIHkCIIFIIHs-

Since a) s (1- (82/8)) I f I for E suppx ,, we have 
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 Ie—R60I2_(1-02/8))(1  I—R)2+02/8)(1X12+R2)z02/8)<02 

for E supp7 ~, co ESN 1 and Rz 1, and so we obtain for any multi-

index 7 

(7.5) RZ1
coESsup,DER"ID;<>s<~-Rco>-sX~,()1<00 

This means that 11<D£>k< >s< -Rco>-Sx c.,<D~>-kIIB(L2(R"))is uniformly 

bounded for Rz 1 and co E SN-1 Thus we have obtained (7. 2) . 

Lemma 7.3. Let Os is 1, k— (1/2)> t, s— ((N-1)/2)> t. Then there 

exists a positive constant C= C(t,s,k,N) such that 

(7.6) IF(n,/ R2-772—R )—F(n,0)Idn SC StIIFllk,s 
In! <&R 

for all Rz 1, O< & 1/2 and FE ,g (R N), where nE R N-1 

Proof. Using the Fourier transform, we have 

    F(n,JR2-n2—R )—F(n,0)= (2r )-N/2co[eixN(dR2-n2-R)_l]dxNx 
-CO 

(7 7)„ 
X e 1anF(x',xN)dx' (x.E R" - i) 

Noting that I e ir— 11 s 21 r1 t for all rE R and all OS is 1, and 

that IxN(JR2-n2—p)I=n2 (R+,/R2_n2)-'IxNI53In!IxNIfor In I5aR, 

we have 

(7.8)Ieix"(JR2 n2-R)_11S28tInitlXNltfor InIsER_ 

Thus, by using the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 

IF(n, d R2-n2—R )—F(n,0)I2 
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(7.9)m 
         S C.&2tInl2t <xN>2kdxN1s e ix 1F(x',xN)dx 12, 

since  k— (1/2)>t. (7.9) and the Schwarz inequality give 

IF(n,J R2-772 —R)—F(n,0)Idn 
In1<aR 

s C. { ( <n>2cs t, IF(n ,J R2-n2—R )—F(n,0)12dn }1/2            J
InI<&R 

(7 10)m„ 
     ^C.at{S                  <xN>2kdxN<n>2Sdn11 e ixnF(x',xN)dx'12 }1/2 

  p MA        S C'at{ <xN>2kdxNs I<Dx`>SF(x ,xN)12dx }1/2 
—W 

sC'btllFilk,s 

where we have used the Parseval equality in N-1  variables in 

third step.) 

Lemma 7.4. Let k>1/2, s> (N-1)/2. Then for any E> 0 there 

a positive constant Ro= Ro(E,s,k)z 1 such that 

(7.11) I RN-1 S F(R(w'-co ))dam'— 5 F(n)dn I s EIIFIIk, s 
S"-1114, 

for all Rz Ro , FE .> (R ") and c4 E S"-1 

Proof. Fix a sufficiently small positive constant a, and let 

a' = aJ 1— (a2/4) We have 

S FU— Rco) dSHU) — S F(n)dn 
SN-1 lu 

F(—Rw) dSaM 
It-6) 1>a 

(7 12) 
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exists



 +I   F(  —R6)) dSR(e) — F(n)  1
1n12 do } It-co1<aInl<8'R ,1 1— IRI2 

nEL, 

     +  F(n) L 1
1n1211 do —F(n)dn Inl<s'R 1
IRI217-08'RnE ll~,nE tip, 

I1+I2+I3+I4. 

Applying Lemma 7.2 to I1, we have 

(7.13)1 I, I S C1R-s+c (N-1)/2> IIFIIk,s, Rz 1, 

where C1=C1(8,s,k,N)>0. Next we claim that 

(7.14)1I21 C28'tIIFIIk,s 

for any t>0 satisfying Min { s-((N-1)/2). k-(1/2). 1}>t, where 

C2=C2(t,s,k,N)>0. Indeed, in the case 6o=(0,••-,0,1). noting that 

(7 15)F(—Rco) dSR() =F(n,J R2-n2—R)
_1------------------ dn, 

    

I~-co I<aInl<o'Rd2                                          11n1IRI 

and that 1  �2 for InI< 8'R for sufficiently small 8. I
nI2           1

1R12 

and applying Lemma 7 3, we have (7 14) In other cases we have only to 

change the coordinates. 

     Noting that for InI < fi ' R 

                       1 
1 s C.Inlz 5 C8'2 

            11_InI2IRIZ 

                    

IRI2 

we have 

(7 16)1I31 s C.b'211<n>2FIIL2(fl)sC3&IiFllk s, 
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where  C3=  C3(s,k,N). and we have used the trace theorem in the last 

step. I4 is estimated as follows. 

           1141 5 {~ <7.7>-2Sdn }1/2 { <77>2S IF(n)I2dn } 1/2 
(7 17)Inl>8'RnER,,, 

nE% 

S C4(a'WS+( (N-1)/2) IIFIIk,S, 

where C4= C4(s,k,N)> O. Thus we have the desired result by taking 8 

sufficiently small and then taking R sufficiently large.. 

Proof of Lemma 7.1. We may assume FE .18 (R N) by the approximation, 

since ..)8 (R N) is dense in Hs (R N) We have 

RN-1 S F(R(w'-w))h(w' )dw' 
SN-1 

= RN-1 F(R(w'-w ))dw' h(w ) 

SN-1 
(7 18) 

             + RN-1  F(R(w'-w ))[h(w')—h(w )]dw' 
Iw-w'1<a 

            + RN-1 S F(R(w'-w )) [h(w' )— h(w )]dos 
I w-cd I>8 

=J1+J2+J3 . 

We first show that 

(7 19)RN-1 S IF(R(w'-co))Idw' s C111FIIk,s, 
Iw-w'I<E 

where C1 = C1 (s, k, N) > O. By the change of coordinates we may assume 
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 co  =(0,--,0,1) Then, 

(7.20) RN-1  IF(R(65-co ))Ida' SC  IF (n, 1 R2-n2—R)Idn , 

Ico-o'1<8 InI<s'R 

where V=.6,/ 1-02/4) (see (7 .15)) By Lemma 7 3 we have 

IF(n,J R2-n2—R)Idn — S IF(n,0)Idn 
Inl<8'RInl<8'R 

(7.21)s  IF(n, J R2-n2—R) — F(n,0)Idn 

Inl<&'R 

_C IIFII k, S, 

and by the trace theorem we have 

(7.22) IF(n,0)Idn SC IIFIIk,s. 

InI<s'P 

Thus, by (7.20)--- (7.22). we obtain (7 19) (7 19) yields 

(7.23) 1J21 s C1•sup 1 h(co')—h(a )1 IIFIIk,s. I 
co - co' I < 6 

By Lemma 7.2 we have 

(7.24)1J31 s C2R-s+c(N-1)/2)1hiiLWIIFIIK,s, 

where C2= C2(3,s,k,N)>0. 

By taking R sufficiently large in (7.24). the desired result follows 

from (7.23). (7.24) and Lemma 7 4.1 

Proof of Lemma 5.12. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7 1, and 
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so we give a sketch of the  proof. We may assume 0<s<  1 Let 0<13<1 

                                                                      and let E' be the same as in the proof of Lemma 7 4. We write 

IF(e—Rw )I2dSR(e) —  IF(n)IZdn 
SN-111u 

       =  IFU—Rw)I2dSR(e) 
It-co l>s 

(7.25) 

+ { IF(e—Rw)I2dSR() —  IF(n)I2 1I
nl2do }           It-~I<&Inl<b'R11—'RI" 

                                        nEIl , 

       +IF(n)I2[ 11
n121] do           InI<&R1 1— IRI2 

nEll. 

IF(n)I2dn 
Inl>b•R 

n E IL, 

=I1+I2+I3—I4 . 

In the same way as Lemma 7 2 we have 

(7.26) II11sC1<R>-29< >Sx.( )F(5-Rw )Ilk,o <_C2<R>-2SIIFIIk,S, 

where C2= C2(6,s,k,N) We next estimate I2, and assume co = 

(0,... ,0, 1) Since 0<8<1, we have by the trace theorem 

              IF(n,0)I2 
_1In12dosC3IIFIlk,0'             In'«'R1IRI2 

Furthermore, taking t=s in (7 9), and integrating it w.r t. n, we 

get 
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IF(n, R2-n2—R )—F(n,0)12dn<C482SIIFIIk,s. 
Inl<8'R 

Therefore, by using the inequality 

1 IIf112— IIg1121 s llf—g112+211f—gll IIg11, 

we obtain 

(7.27)1 121 s c58 llFll k, 3. 

In a way similar to the proof of Lemma 7 4, I3 and I4 can be 

estimated as follows; 

(7.28) II31 ;Cb8'21IFIlk,s, 1141sC7<6'R>-2311FIIk,s. 

Here note that C; = C; (s, k, N) for j = 3, - ,7 Thus we have 

111+ 12+ I3— I41 C8{C(8)<R>-2s+8S+<8'R>-23}IIFllk,s, 

where C8=C8(s,k,N). which implies the desired result. 1 

§ 8 Proof of formula (2.10) 

      We shall prove here formula (2.10) of Theorem 2.3. The super-

script ° will be ommited in the proof. Let J be a compact inter-

val of (Zs,,co)\A (see below (1 15) for Z,a=VsQ, A=A"), and fix 

frEL(R"), s>i , such that ET(J)fr=fr for 7=a, )5', where 

ET
r( ) is the spectral measure of Tr (see (1.9)) Considering in the 

momentum space, we can see that such f7's form a dense set in 
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 ET
r(J)L2(R") 

     We denote the resolvents of H, h c® I+ I® (— (2nc)-1Q yc), Tr 

by R (z). R.7(z)  and rr(z) (D(r)==c). respectively (see (1.7) for 

h c) The following relation are obvious: 

(8.1)R r(z)P7= P7r7(z) (see (1.9)) 

Using the intertwining relation, we have 

(S aafa,fa)= (Wa-f.,WD+fa) 

              =s-lim (e itHP Qe -itTaf, Wa+fa) 
t-3-w 

(8.2)=s-lim (Pa e-itTufaWate -itTafa) 
t.-)-m 

0 

                 2Et-itTa-itTa            =1im 2E e(Paefa ,Vsla+efa)dt. 
            El0 -m 

Let x (t)==1 for t<0 and ==0  for t? 0. Then, for each 

E>0, the inverse Fourier transforms of the vector-valued functions 

            Pa eEt—itTax (t)fa, Wa+eEt—itTax (t)fa 

are i(2n)-1'2Para(A-it)fa, i(20-1'2W a+ra(A-iE)fa, respectively 

Therefore, applying the Parseval equality to the above integral in 

(8.2). we get 

c0 

 (SeaEfa,fa)=1imn(ParWE)                                 a(A-iE)fa,a+ra(A-if0)dl 

(8.3) =AimEn J(P°r„(A-iE)fa,Wa+ra(A-iE)fa)da, 
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where we have used  ET
7(J)f7=  f7 for 7= a, j. 

      Set u7= r7(A-ic)f7 (7= a, (3) Similarly to the above, we 

obtain 

8  (P
aua,W e+uo)= lnQ+i6)Paua,Poro(~+Muo)dZ" 

co 

(8.4)limnSJ(R(~+Pe(~+                                   i6)Paua,arib)ue), 
               610

CO 

where we have used S                       co (~+i6)PauaII2d~= ------8IIPaua112,and 

ET, (J) f e= f, in the last step. For z E C\ R we define 

K(z):=—Ia+IbR(z)Ia (a=D(a), b=D($); la: =V—Vi3 for a= 

(j,3)}) Then the following relation 

R Q+i6)=R-Q+i8)+R,9Q+i6)K Q+i8)RQQ+i3) 

is obtained by using the resolvent equations: 

R (z)= R a(z)— R (z)IUR a(z), R (z)= Ro(z)— R o(z)IbR (z) 

Substituting this in (8.4). we have 

(Paua , W e+ u s) 

(8.5)= fi}0rrs J(R QQ+ib)Paua,PoreQ+ib)ue)dZ", 

    +
SimnJ(KQ+i(6)Par,.(+ib)ua,Poro(Z•-i8)re(+ib)uo)dZ", 

where we have used (8.1) Reversing the argument used for showing 

(8.3). we see that the first term in the R.H.S. of (8.5) is equal to
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    1 im(PQ ei tTa ua,Psei tTs  us)  =  (W  Q+ua  ,  W  s+us  ) 
t-)+05 

         = 8 s a(Para(A-iE)fa,Psrs(A-iE)fs) 

In the last step we have used the fact that Ran W a+L Ran W s+ 

(Ran=Range) for x�$ 

      We next consider the second term of (8.5) By the first 

resolvent equation we have 

 r„Q+i8)ua=Ua)1
+i(E-----------------------+8){ra(~+i8)—r°(A-ie)}fa, 

      - rsU+i8)rsQ-i8)us= (2i8)-1[(
S-A)+i(e+8){reQ+i8)— rs(),-ie)}fs 

+ U —------------------A)+i(E_8){rs('-i8)— rs(A-iE)}fs] 

Thus we obtain 

(Para(A-ie)fa,W e+rs(a-ie)fs) 

= 8 s a(Pra(A-ie)fa,Psrs(),-iE)fs)+ 

     

i  y  
11  +8

102nJJ(~-A)2+(E+8)2x 

x(K ( +i8)P-{ra( +i8)-rQ(Z-ie)}faPdrsa+i8)-rs(z-ie)}fs)d- 

 i (  1  
     2n JJ M—A)+i(e+8)}{U—A)—i(E-8)} 

x(K ( +i8)P_{r„( +i8)-ra(a-iE)}fa,Ps{rsQ-i8)-rs(A-ie)}fs)dd 
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The norm limits  Pe*K (Z.+iO)P.:=1im Pe*K (Z"+i6)Pa, and 
610 

rrb1
0rr(z.±i6) exist in B (L2s(Rya),LS(Ry"b)), 

B (LERy,),L2-s(Ry,)), respectively, where c=D(r). ands>'/z 

Indeed, the former follows from Lemmas 2.1, 2.2 and (V ), the latter 

is well known (cf. [R-S]IV.XIII.8) Therefore we can write 

(Para (A-i e )fa,W e+re (1,-i e )fe ) 

    = 8 sa(Para(A-ie)fa,Pere(A-ie)fe)+ 

     +277SJ (z.-02+e2----------------(h+(z,~,E)— h (z,~,e))d~, 

h±(),,L e):= 

(K ( +i0)Pa{ra( +i0)-ra(z-ie)}f.,Pe{reQ±i0)-re(z-iE)}fe) 

By substituting in (8.3) we have 

(8.6)(S eafa,fe)= ea(fa,fe)+ 

      +lim 2nJJdAJ n{(~ 1 )2+
e2--------------------------}(h+(Z,~,E)—h—(A,~,E))d~ 

Since h+(A,Z",e) is continuous in (A,ne JxJ for each t>0 and 

h±(A,n:= 
et()                              ht(1,S,E) 

= (K ( +i0)PQ{ra( +i0)-ra( -i0)}fa ,Pe{reQ±i0)-re(A-i0)}fe) 

uniformly for (),Z')E JXJ, the limit in the R.R.S.of (8.6) converges 

to 
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 2n  J (h+0,,0 h-(A, A) )dA=2n S h+0,, A)dA,  JJ 

because of h-(A,A)= 0. Thus, by noting that 

Zr*(z)Zr(z) 2ni [rr(,1+i0)— rr(A-i0)] (see (1.12)), 

for 7==a, $, we obtain 

(Saafa,f,9)= ea(fa,ffl)+ 

  + 2ni (K (A+i0)P.Za (A)Z.(A)fa,PRZB (A)Z0(A)f4)dA_ 

This implies (2.10). 1 
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